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Sir Andrew Davis and the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra in Hamer Hall

© Lucas Dawson

THE MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Harold Mitchell AC
Chairman
André Gremillet
Managing Director
Sir Andrew Davis
Chief Conductor
Diego Matheuz
Principal Guest Conductor
Benjamin Northey
Patricia Riordan Associate
Conductor Chair
With a reputation for excellence,
versatility and innovation, the
internationally acclaimed Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra is Australia’s
oldest orchestra, established in 1906.
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This fine Orchestra is renowned
for its performances of the great
symphonic masterworks with leading
international and Australian artists
including Maxim Vengerov,
John Williams, Osmo Vänskä, Charles
Dutoit, Yan Pascal Tortelier, Olli
Mustonen, Douglas Boyd, Jean-Yves
Thibaudet, Yvonne Kenny, Edo de
Waart, Lang Lang, Nigel Kennedy,
Jeffrey Tate, Midori, Christine
Brewer, Richard Tognetti, Emma
Matthews and Teddy Tahu Rhodes.
It has also enjoyed hugely successful
performances with such artists as Sir
Elton John, John Farnham, Harry
Connick, Jr., Ben Folds, KISS, Burt
Bacharach, The Whitlams, Human
Nature, Sting and Tim Minchin.

The MSO performs extensively
with its own choir, the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra Chorus,
directed by chorus master Jonathan
Grieves-Smith. Recent performances
together include Tribute to the
Songwriters under Bramwell Tovey,
Mahler’s Symphony No.3 under
Markus Stenz, the Australian
premiere of Brett Dean’s The Last
Days of Socrates under Simone Young
and, under Sir Andrew Davis, music
of Percy Grainger and Beethoven’s
Symphony No. 9.
Key musical figures in the Orchestra’s
history include Hiroyuki Iwaki –
who was Chief Conductor and then
Conductor Laureate, between 1974
and his death in 2006 – and Markus
Stenz, who was Chief Conductor
and Artistic Director from 1998
until 2004. Oleg Caetani was the
MSO’s Chief Conductor and
Artistic Director from 2005 to 2009.
In June 2012 the MSO announced
the appointment of Sir Andrew Davis
as Chief Conductor, from the 2013
season. He gave his first concerts in
this capacity in April, 2013.
The MSO, the first Australian
symphony orchestra to tour abroad,
has received widespread international
recognition in tours to the USA,
Canada, Japan, Korea, Europe, China
and St Petersburg, Russia.
In addition, the Orchestra tours
annually throughout regional Victoria
including a concert season in Geelong.

Each year the Orchestra performs to
more than 200,000 people, at events
ranging from the Sidney Myer Free
Concerts in the Sidney Myer Music
Bowl to the series of Classic Kids
concerts for young children. The
MSO reaches an even larger audience
through its regular concert broadcasts
on ABC Classic FM, and CD
recordings on Chandos and ABC
Classics. The Orchestra’s considerable
ceremonial role in Victoria has
included participation in the opening
ceremony of the 2006 Commonwealth
Games, the 2009 Bushfire memorial
service Together for Victoria, the
Prime Minister’s Olympic Dinner and
the 2010 and 2011 AFL Grand Final.
The MSO’s extensive education
and community outreach activities
include the Meet the Orchestra,
Meet the Music and Up Close
and Musical programs, designed
specifically for schools. In 2011
the MSO launched an educational
iPhone and iPad app designed
to teach children about the inner
workings of an orchestra.
The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
is funded principally by the Australian
Government through the Australia Council,
its arts funding and advisory body,
and is generously supported by the Victorian
Government through Arts Victoria,
Department of Premier and Cabinet.
The MSO is also funded by the City of
Melbourne, its Principal Partner, Emirates,
individual and corporate sponsors and
donors, trusts and foundations.

WELCOME

Photo courtesy of lucas dawson

the exceptional repertoire we will
be presenting on tour, including
Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique, Percy
Grainger’s The Warriors, Strauss’ Don
Juan, and two works performed with
the world-renowned soloists who will
be with us in Europe: Schumann’s
Cello Concerto featuring Norwegian
cellist Truls Mørk and Strauss’ Four
Last Songs, performed by Canadian
soprano Erin Wall.

As winter approaches, the MSO
headquarters has been abuzz with
preparations for our forthcoming
European tour in August, which
will see the Orchestra perform at
five of the greatest music events
in the world, including the famed
BBC Proms and the Edinburgh
Festival, under the baton of our Chief
Conductor Sir Andrew Davis.
The tour not only confirms the high
regard with which the Orchestra
is held internationally but is also a
great achievement for Melbourne,
as a creative city that nurtures and
supports artistic endeavour.
Before we depart, audiences in
Melbourne will be the first to hear
during our concerts in June and July

In addition to the above works, there
is an extraordinary range of musical
riches waiting to be experienced at
our concerts this month from great
masters such as Mozart, Haydn,
Vivaldi, Brahms and Schumann to the
legendary Rodgers and Hammerstein,
writers of some of the greatest
musicals of the twentieth century.
Another great composer we are
showcasing this month is Beethoven,
whose works for piano, among others,
revolutionized the instrument and
paved the way for the Romantic
composers who followed him. His
Third and Fourth Piano Concertos
showcase some of his most powerful
and moving music for the instrument
and we are pleased to be presenting
them at two concerts: Piers Lane
Plays Beethoven and Beethoven’s
Piano Concerto No.4. The latter
event will feature the dynamic pairing
of Sir Andrew with leading American
pianist Emanuel Ax, one of the
most accomplished and in demand

musicians in the international scene.
Ax will display another side of his
artistry when he performs a second
concert, Emanuel Ax plays Brahms
and Schumann, in the more intimate
setting of the Melbourne Recital
Centre along with MSO musicians
including Dale Barltrop in his new
role as MSO Co-Concertmaster (see
our interview on page 27).
Another treat for music-lovers this
month is our MSO Pops concert,
where the versatile Teddy Tahu
Rhodes joins forces with the first
lady of the Australian stage Marina
Prior in a special tribute to the great
Broadway productions. We also
welcome the talented husband-andwife team of Elizabeth and Raphael
Wallfisch who will bring to life the
works from the Baroque and Classical
era including Haydn’s Philosopher
Symphony, Vivaldi’s Concerto RV
574 and Mozart’s Symphony No. 23.
I hope you enjoy this month’s many
highlights and we are grateful to have
you with us on this great musical
journey.

André Gremillet
Managing Director
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MASTER SERIES THURSDAY
Thursday 5 June at 8pm
MASTER SERIES FRIDAY
Friday 6 June at 8pm
SATURDAY NIGHT SYMPHONY
Saturday 7 June at 8pm
Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall
Brahms Tragic Overture
Beethoven Piano Concerto No.3
INTERVAL 20 MINUTES
Pärt Cantus in memoriam Benjamin Britten
Beethoven Symphony No.4
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Olari Elts conductor
Piers Lane piano

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra programs can be read
online or downloaded up to a week before each concert
from mso.com.au
If you do not need this printed program after the concert,
we encourage you to return it to a member of staff.
This performance has a duration of approximately two
hours, including one interval of 20 minutes.
The Friday night performance of Piers Lane Plays
Beethoven will be broadcast and streamed live across
Australia on ABC Classic FM.
Please turn off your mobile phone and all other electronic
devices before the performance commences.

BEYOND THE STAGE
Learn more about the music in these free events.
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PRE-CONCERT PERFORMANCE
Thursday 5 June at 7pm
Stalls Foyer, Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall

Saturday 7 June at 7pm
Stalls Foyer, Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall

Friday 6 June at 7pm
Stalls Foyer, Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall

Join us for chamber music performances by musicians
from the University of Melbourne.

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
PIERS LANE PLAYS BEETHOVEN

OLARI ELTS conductor
Olari Elts’ passion for distinctive
programming has earned him
much praise on the international
music scene. In November 2013
he conducted the world premiere
of De Profundis by fellow Estonian
Erkki-Sven Tüür with the Helsinki

Philharmonic Orchestra, and went
on to give the Australian premiere
in May with the West Australian
Symphony Orchestra. In 2013/14
he appears with the BBC National
Orchestra of Wales, Munich
Chamber Orchestra, Orchestre
National de Lyon, Orchestre
National Bordeaux Aquitaine,
Royal Danish Orchestra, Tapiola
Sinfonietta, Beethoven Orchester
Bonn, Seattle Symphony, and the
Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra.
Last season’s highlights include
Haydn’s Te Deum with the City of
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
and the Accademia Nazionale di
Santa Cecilia, and two concerts with
the North German Radio Symphony
Orchestra.
In the opera field he has led several
productions including Britten’s Albert
Herring and Puccini’s Il trittico with
the Estonian National Opera, as
well as Mozart’s Don Giovanni and
Idomeneo with Estonian National

Sydney Symphony Orchestra, a piece
composed especially for him.

PIERS LANE piano
London-based Australian pianist
Piers Lane is one of the most
inquisitive and engaging live
performers of his generation. Recent
highlights include a performance
of Busoni’s Piano Concerto at
Carnegie Hall, Chopin’s complete
nocturnes at Wigmore Hall, and
the world premiere of Carl Vine’s
Piano Concerto No.2 with the

A five-time soloist at the BBC
Proms, his concerto repertoire
exceeds ninety works and has led
to engagements with many of the
world’s great orchestras. The 2013/14
season includes solo, chamber and
orchestral performances in Australia,
New Zealand, Belgium, Russia,
the United States and the Czech
Republic, where he will perform
Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No.5
with the Czech Philharmonic under
Petr Altrichter. He is in great demand
as a collaborative artist and maintains
a longstanding partnership with
violinist Tasmin Little, clarinettist
Michael Collins and the Goldner
String Quartet.
Piers Lane has been the Artistic
Director of the Australian Festival
of Chamber Music since 2007.
He is also Artistic Director of the
annual Dame Myra Hess Day at
the National Gallery in London.
From this sprang his collaboration
with actress Patricia Routledge on a

Symphony Orchestra. In 2008
he conducted performances of
Marschner’s Der Vampyr with Opéra
de Rennes, returning in 2010 for
Berlioz’s The Damnation of Faust.
Winner of the second International
Sibelius Conductors’ Competition,
Olari Elts went on to become
Principal Conductor of the Latvian
National Symphony Orchestra
(2001-2006), Principal Guest
Conductor of the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra for three seasons from the
2007/08 season, and Principal Guest
of the Orchestre de Bretagne (20062011). He is currently Principal
Guest Conductor of the Helsinki
Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Estonian National Symphony
Orchestra, and the founder and
Artistic Director of his contemporary
music ensemble, NYYD Ensemble.

theatre piece entitled Admission: One
Shilling, which has been performed
throughout the UK, Australia
and Belgium. He has written and
presented over 100 programmes for
BBC Radio 3, including the 54-part
series, The Piano. His most recent solo
recording, Piers Lane Goes to Town
was released in September, 2013.
Piers Lane was appointed an Officer
of the Order of Australia in June
2012.
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ABOUT THE music
PIERS LANE PLAYS BEETHOVEN

Johannes
Brahms
(1833-1897)

Tragic Overture, Op.81

Brahms was not a composer of
‘program’ music – in this respect he
stood aside from one of the main
streams of Romanticism. Nor was he
a composer of dramatic music: the
nearest he came to writing an opera
was the cantata Rinaldo, a far from
truly dramatic piece. He did consider
at various times projects for writing
incidental music for plays, but none
of them came to anything. Literaryminded critics and historians of
music, however, love to find the
inspiration of music in some story
or drama. Large amounts of ink
have been spilled trying to associate
Brahms’ Tragic Overture with some
play. The writers should have taken
Brahms more seriously when he
stated quite categorically that he
had no stage work in mind when he
composed this overture at Bad Ischl
during the summer of 1880.
This overture is best understood as
a partner to the Academic Festival
Overture, composed slightly earlier
and premiered around the same
time. The university overture was,
if not program music, occasional
music composed to order, and it was
cheerful, even carefree. Brahms wrote
to his publisher Simrock, ‘I could
not refuse my melancholy nature the
satisfaction of composing an overture
to a tragedy,’ and he wrote of these
overtures to a friend, the composer
Carl Reinecke, ‘One of them weeps,
the other one laughs.’ So much for
the attempt of Max Kalbeck to
connect the music to Goethe’s Faust,
and Tovey’s reading of it in terms of
Hamlet. It was a generalised sense
of tragedy Brahms had in mind. He
didn’t much like the title, and settled
on it because neither he nor his
friends could think of a better one.
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Brahms certainly knew his
Shakespeare, and had read
impressively widely in dramatic

JOHANNES BRAHMS

and other literature. He knew
his Beethoven, too, and probably
anticipated some modern opinion in
finding, in Beethoven’s great overtures
to Coriolan and Egmont, tragic
conflict portrayed in absolute music,
rather than a detailed following of the
events of the plays. These are the real
models of his own Tragic Overture. It
is cast in a very free sonata form: the
opening, with its peremptory chords,
clearly harks back to Beethoven’s
Coriolan. There follows an unadorned
melody of great strength and
rather brooding character, which
is developed at length. It is driven
by a powerful rhythmic emphasis
possibly deriving, through Beethoven,
from Cherubini’s overtures, which

Beethoven was known to admire,
and which pioneered a massive
and concentrated use of blocks of
orchestral sound.
A rising figure for oboe and a
solemn trombone theme lead to the
second main idea, a songful violin
melody. The development takes the
form of a sad little march, and the
recapitulation is very free, omitting
the principal theme and ending with
a furious coda.
David Garrett © 1988
The Melbourne Symphony was the first of
the Australian state symphony orchestras
to perform this work, in 1945 with Joseph
Post. The most recent MSO performance
was in May 2012 Andrew Grams.

ABOUT THE MUSIC
PIERS LANE PLAYS BEETHOVEN

Ludwig van
Beethoven
(1770-1827)

Piano Concerto No.3
in C minor, Op.37
Allegro con brio
Largo
Rondo (Allegro)
Piers Lane piano

Ludwig van Beethoven

‘You and I will never be able to
do anything like that!’ exclaimed
Beethoven to fellow-pianist and
composer Johann Baptist Cramer,
as they listened to a rehearsal of
the last movement of Mozart’s
Piano Concerto in C minor (K491).
Beethoven’s reaction may have
seemed incredible to the Beethovenworshipping generations whose
appreciation of Mozart was partial
and patronising, but great musicians
know how to appraise each other, and
Beethoven’s admiration for Mozart
is obvious from his music as well as
from his words. When in 1803 he
composed for the first time a piano
concerto in a minor key, Beethoven
chose the key of Mozart’s great
tragic C minor concerto. No work
illustrates better than Beethoven’s
Third Piano Concerto the similarities
and contrasts between his concertos
and those of his greatest predecessor
in this form of music.

Beethoven’s Third Concerto is
altogether more expansive than its
part-model by Mozart, but also less
concentrated in effect, more varied
in mood and less dominated by the
minor key. The first movement’s
orchestral exposition shifts early
into the major, and this alternation
becomes a feature of the concerto.
The energy of the first movement
is remarkable: it has the confidence,
the robustness of Beethoven’s first
maturity, the period of the Kreutzer
Sonata for piano and violin, and the
Eroica Variations for piano solo.
The essential musical material
of this movement is all in the
opening phrases, which consist of
an upward arpeggio, a downward
scale, then a figure of a drum-tap.
This last figure becomes almost
dominant in the development, and
its character is confirmed in the
coda of the movement, when it is
at last played by the timpani. This
coda, incidentally, follows Mozart’s
C minor concerto in bringing the
piano back to join the orchestra after
the cadenza has ended on an almost
suspended chord, which leads the
music into an unexpected key.
Like the end of the movement, its
beginning is notable: a very long
orchestral presentation of the themes,
including a flowing, warm and lyrical
one: fine music, but like a symphony
rather than a concerto – when will
the piano play? Its eventual entry
is a bold one, rushing furiously up
the keyboard in a scale of C minor,
but it is no surprise to find that in
his subsequent two piano concertos
Beethoven brought the piano in at
the start.
The Largo begins in extraordinary
calm, a mysterious effect like
unearthly suspended motion,
heightened by the choice of a key, E
major, very distant from the C minor
of the first movement. The theme,
spacious, sublime yet emotional
in expression, sounds a new voice
which Beethoven brought to music.
Later it is decorated in a richly florid
manner, developing into an imitation
of an operatic singer’s cadenza. In
the middle part of the movement

the sonorities are romantically
atmospheric, as flute and bassoon
exchange antiphonal phrases over
rolling piano arpeggios, the piano
below and pizzicato strings playing
above.
The Rondo shows Beethoven in his
‘unbuttoned’ mood – a rollicking
theme of rustic flavour, with the
irregular accents of some peasant
dance. The snapping rhythm
continues in the second theme,
separated from the first by a striking
passage of C minor wind chords
alternating with piano arpeggios.
Some of the episodes of this
Rondo are predominantly lyrical,
others more forceful, and there is
a passage of fugato development.
Beethoven must have enjoyed
playing this concerto, which reveals
the lyrical, assertive and humorous
aspects of his musical personality
in such equable balance – the
piano keeps the lead to the end in a
presto C major coda, with off-beat
interjections for the woodwinds: a
high-spirited ending, like an opera
buffa finale, in which the composer
again joins hands with Mozart.
David Garrett © 2003
Beethoven first performed his Piano
Concerto No.3 at the Theater an der
Wien on 5 April 1803 at a concert
which also included his first two
symphonies and the oratorio Christ on
the Mount of Olives.
The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
first performed this concerto in
February 1944, conducted by Bernard
Heinze with soloist Raymond
Lambert, and most recently in May
2011 with director/soloist Olli
Mustonen.

INTERVAL 20 minutes
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Arvo Pärt
(born 1935)

Cantus in memory of Benjamin
Britten

One of Arvo Pärt’s shorter works,
Cantus (1977) is nonetheless a
complex response to the death of
Benjamin Britten. For 40 years the
Estonian Pärt was ‘shielded’ from
many musical developments in the
West by a repressive cultural policy
enforced by Soviet authorities. As
such Pärt only became aware of
Benjamin Britten’s compositional
style and techniques scant years
before Britten’s death in 1976.
Though Britten was the impetus,
the style of Cantus is most definitely
Pärt’s own. Typical of the mystic
minimalist form of which Pärt is
arguably the greatest exponent, there
is an ‘old’ feel to this composition.
Pärt scholar Paul Hillier states
that Pärt’s music reveals ‘a kinship
with the likes of [early Renaissance
composers] Ockeghem and Josquin’,
both in its spiritual nature and in its
technical organisation (long lines of
melody revealing passing passages
of unity and dissonance). Major
works that reveal Pärt’s interest in his
Orthodox heritage and the melodies
and modes from the church include
his Symphony No.3 (1971) and Credo
(1968).
Also inherent in Pärt’s compositions,
and strongly linked to the spiritual,
is his use of bells, both literally and
harmonically: literally in pieces such
as De profundis (1980) and Cantus,
and harmonically in his mimicking of
bells and/or their harmonic series to
create a tintinnabular style.
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The ‘melody’ of Cantus is essentially
a slowly moving, at times almost
glacially slow, descending scale on
A minor (but, typical of Pärt, the
scale is in its older sacred form, the
Aeolian mode). The first violins begin
in their highest register while the
double basses (which enter several
bars later) are confined to their lowest

notes. As such, it is a piece of tonal
extremes. All string sections are
divided excepting the violas, which
seem to play a different role, adding
a fifth contrasting harmonic voice to
the mix of the surrounding strings.
The addition of the tolling bell takes
the work to a higher level that Paul
Hillier describes as one of ‘ineffable
sadness’ – bringing to mind the
ending of a funeral rite.

Ludwig van
Beethoven
(1770-1827)

Symphony No.4 in B flat, Op.60
Adagio – Allegro vivace
Adagio
Menuetto (Allegro vivace) – Trio
(Un poco meno allegro)
Allegro ma non troppo

Pärt has said of the genesis of Cantus:
‘In the past years we have had
many losses in the world of music
to mourn. Why did the date of
Benjamin Britten’s death – December
4, 1976 – touch such a chord in me?
During this time I was obviously at
the point where I could recognise the
magnitude of such a loss. Inexplicable
feelings of guilt, more than that even,
arose in me. I had just discovered
Britten for myself. Just before his
death I began to appreciate the
unusual purity of his music – I had
had the impression of the same kind
of purity in the ballads of Guillaume
de Machaut. And beside, for a long
time I had wanted to meet Britten
personally – and now it would not
come to that.’
Out of this ‘inexplicable feeling of
guilt’ came one of Pärt’s greatest
meditations on loss.
David Vivian Russell
Symphony Australia © 2002
The only previous performance of this
work by the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra took place in May 2002 under
Markus Stenz.
GUEST MUSICIANS

piers lane plays
beethoven
Sophie Rowell associate concertmaster
Rebecca Adler violin
Victoria Bihun violin
Michael Loftus-Hills violin
Oksana Thompson violin
Ceridwen Davies viola
Simon Oswell viola
Rachel Curkpatrick oboe
Jessica Buzbee trombone

Beethoven’s Fourth Symphony was
composed in 1806 – a time of personal
and professional turmoil for the
composer. The year had begun with
the failure of his only opera, Fidelio,
which had not found favour in a
Vienna still under occupation by
Napoleon’s forces. Frustrated by
inadequate rehearsal time and dreadful
performances of the opera, not to
mention a theatre manager whom he
distrusted, Beethoven withdrew his
score. But rather than go off simply to
sulk, Beethoven vented his fury in one
of the most astonishing creative bursts
of his career.
He spent the summer and autumn
out of Vienna, enjoying the
hospitality of various noble patrons,
some of whom had been forced to
flee Vienna because of the French
occupation. In one of these houses
he may have become engaged to one
Therese von Brunsvik. In another, he
began work on the Fifth Symphony,
the Appassionata Sonata, and the
three Razumovsky Quartets. In
another (that of the celebrated Prince
Lichnowsky) he quarrelled with his
host, who wanted him to play the
piano for some French army officers.
But in the castle of Count Franz
von Oppersdorff in Ober-Glagau he
received a commission of 500 florins
to compose a new symphony for the
Count’s private orchestra. This was to
become the Fourth Symphony, even
though it was actually begun after the
immortal Fifth.
Unfortunately for Count Franz, it
seems that his philanthropic gesture
was not reciprocated in full, as
there is no evidence that the Fourth
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Symphony was ever premiered by his
private orchestra. Instead, it emerged
for the first time in a marathon
all-Beethoven concert in Vienna
in March 1807, probably in the
palace of Prince Lobkowitz. It was
performed alongside Beethoven’s first
three symphonies, in a concert which
must have strained the concentration
of even the most dedicated admirers.

Following half a dozen sharp chords,
the Allegro proper enters without a
care in the world. Scraps of melody
are tossed around throughout the
movement, with a particularly
prominent little conversation
between solo bassoon, oboe and
flute, and with a congenial second
subject stated first in canon between
clarinet and bassoon.

Standing between the massive Eroica
(at that time the longest symphony
ever composed) and the mighty
Fifth, the Fourth is remarkable
for its comparative good humour
and economy of means. For this
reason, Robert Schumann described
it as being ‘like a slender Greek
maiden between two Norse giants’.
Effectively what Beethoven did
in this symphony, after exploding
Classical symphonic form in the
Eroica, was to return to the Classical
models of Haydn and Mozart and
place his own distinct personality
upon them. He begins, for instance,
with a slow introduction – a feature
which was so distinctive of Haydn’s
later symphonies in particular. But
the mysterious, tonally-ambiguous
Adagio which opens Beethoven’s
Fourth is more foreboding than
similar passages in Haydn ever were.
Confused by it all, Weber called
this introduction ‘a few notes spread
over five minutes’, but such a cynical
attitude may explain why Weber
never became a Beethoven.

The second movement is one of the
greatest such works which Beethoven
ever composed. Berlioz described it
as ‘pure, angelic, and of irresistible
tenderness’. Over a gently rocking,
‘heartbeat’ accompaniment, the
nocturne-like melody is based on a
simple E flat major scale descending
and then partially ascending. But as
if to pre-empt our settling into an
idyll, this peaceful recurring theme is
juxtaposed with much more dramatic
interjections. Both these competing
sections eventually work their way
through to beautiful solos in the wind
section, and then a pianissimo version
of the ‘heartbeat’ on the timpani
brings the brief final flourish.
The emotional weight of the
symphony exists mainly in the first
two movements, while the scherzo
and finale are significantly briefer and
breezier. The scherzo features much
playful dialogue between orchestral
sections, as if everybody is whispering
and gossiping, occasionally breaking
out into gales of laughter. (‘Scherzo’

does mean ‘joke’, after all!)
The bustling finale then takes over
with a kind of moto perpetuo rhythm
which continually threatens to
tumble over itself in its haste to be
born. Swirling violin figures and a
quirky bassoon solo weave around
wisps of melody, creating a relentless
gaiety of which Beethoven was such
a master. At the end there’s a brief
Haydnesque joke as the whole thing
mockingly dies with a whimper, but
nothing can arrest the scurrying,
playful, onward rush of this most
untroubled of Beethoven’s finales.
Martin Buzacott © 2001
Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 was
first performed in March 1807, not
for its dedicatee, Count Franz von
Oppersdorff, but at the Vienna home
of Prince Lobkowitz during a concert
in which Beethoven also premiered his
Fourth Piano Concerto.
The first performance of the Fourth
Symphony by the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra took place at a Beethoven
Festival on 5 February 1944 under
conductor Bernard Heinze. The MSO
most recently performed it in August
2011 under Douglas Boyd.

eNEWS
Stay connected to the MSO with concert updates,
exclusive offers, competitions and artistic insights.

Subscribe at mso.com.au/enews
TWITTEr.COM/MElBSyMphOny

FACEBOOK.COM/MElBOurnESyMphOny
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MSO POPS
Saturday 14 June at 7pm
Sunday 15 June at 2pm
Arts Centre Melbourne,
Hamer Hall
Benjamin Northey conductor
Teddy Tahu Rhodes bass-baritone
Marina Prior soprano

Program includes songs from Oklahoma, Carousel, South
Pacific, Seven Bride for Seven Brothers, The Phantom of the
Opera, The Sound of Music and Les Misérables.
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Melbourne Symphony Orchestra programs can be read
online or downloaded up to a week before each concert,
from mso.com.au

If you do not need this printed program after the concert,
we encourage you to return it to a member of staff.
This concert has a duration of approximately two hours
and 30 minutes, including one interval of 20 minutes.
Please turn off your mobile phone and all other
electronic devices before the performance commences.
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and the Philharmonia Orchestras.
Internationally, he has conducted the
London Philharmonic Orchestra,
Mozarteum Orchestra Salzburg,
Hong Kong Philharmonic, National
Symphony Orchestra of Colombia,
New Zealand and Christchurch
Symphony Orchestras, Auckland
Philharmonia and the Southbank
Sinfonia of London.
In Australia, Northey has made many
critically-acclaimed appearances
as a guest conductor with all the
Australian state symphony orchestras
as well as opera productions including
L’elisir d’amore, The Tales of Hoffmann,
La sonnambula, Don Giovanni and
Così fan tutte.

BENJAMIN NORTHEY
conductor

Since returning to Australia from
Europe in 2006, Benjamin Northey
has rapidly emerged as one of the
nation’s leading musical figures. Since
2011, he has held the position of
Patricia Riordan Associate Conductor
Chair of the Melbourne Symphony

Orchestra. Northey studied with
John Hopkins at the University of
Melbourne Conservatorium of Music
and then with Jorma Panula and Leif
Segerstam at Finland’s prestigious
Sibelius Academy. In 2009, he was
selected to the Allianz International
Conductor’s Academy, where he
conducted the London Philharmonic

WHAT’S
MISSING?

2014 engagements include
Carmen for Opera Australia, Into
the Woods for Victorian Opera,
Malaysian Philharmonic, Auckland
Philharmonia and the Melbourne,
Sydney, Queensland, Tasmanian,West
Australian, New Zealand and
Christchurch Symphony Orchestras.

Help us complete the picture
by supporting the MSO Pizzicato
Effect 2014 Instrument Appeal

This year, over 40 Grade Three students
will experience the joy of their first
instrument and access to free weekly
tuition as part of the MSO Pizzicato Effect.
Please act now and helP by donating

Vist www.mso.com/appeal
or phone (03) 9626 1248
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TEDDY TAHU RHODES bass-baritone

MARINA PRIOR soprano

Teddy Tahu Rhodes studied with Mary Adams Taylor
and David Harper, is a graduate of the Guildhall School
of Music and Drama, and was a finalist in the Kathleen
Ferrier Award. He represented New Zealand in the 1999
Cardiff Singer of the World competition.

Marina’s first professional audition resulted in her first
lead role - that of Mabel in the Victoria State Opera’s
The Pirates of Penzance. She was subsequently invited to
perform the role of Guinevere opposite Richard Harris
in Camelot. She then went on to perform the characters
of Jellylorum and Griddlebone in the Australian
premiere production of Cats and in 1987, and Cosette in
the Australian premiere of Les Misérables. Marina also
performed the role of Christine Daae in the original
Australian production of The Phantom of the Opera, which
she performed for three years.

Roles for Opera Australia included Dandini (La
Cenerentola), Count Almaviva and Figaro (Le nozze di
Figaro), Guglielmo (Così fan tutte), Escamillo (Carmen),
Don Giovanni, Stanley (A Streetcar Named Desire) and
Billy Budd. He sang Joe (Heggie’s Dead Man Walking) for
the San Francisco Opera, Bendrix (Heggie’s The End of
the Affair) in Houston, Billy Budd in Santa Fe, Ned Keene
(Peter Grimes) and Escamillo for the Metropolitan Opera,
and has appeared with opera companies of Cincinnati,
Dallas, Philadelphia and Austin. In Europe he sang
Stanley for the Theater an der Wien, Escamillo and Al
Kasim (Henze’s L’Upupa) in Hamburg, Papageno (The
Magic Flute) for the Welsh National Opera, Escamillo
in Paris and Munich, and Lescaut (Manon Lescaut) in
Leipzig. Teddy sang his first Scarpia (Tosca) for the West
Australian Opera.
He appears in The Little Prince for BBC television, on the
DVDs of Peter Grimes and Carmen for the Metropolitan
Opera, and has recorded extensively for ABC Classics.
Following the huge success he had with South Pacific for
Opera Australia, Teddy will return to the company for
the role of the King in The King and I, the title role in Don
Giovanni and Méphistophélès in Faust.
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Following this theatrical success, Marina starred in roles
including Maria in West Side Story, Magnolia in Showboat,
the title role of The Merry Widow, Jane Smart in The
Witches Of Eastwick, Annie Oakley in Annie Get Your Gun,
Lilli Vanessi in Kiss Me, Kate, Adelaide in Guys And Dolls
and Mrs Banks in Mary Poppins.
A critically acclaimed Australasian concert tour with
international tenor, José Carreras, remains one of the
many highlights of Marina’s career. Other concert
engagements include performances with the Australian
Philharmonic Orchestra, Australian Chamber Orchestra
and symphony orchestras throughout Australia.
She is also well known to television audiences through her
appearances on shows such as Carols by Candlelight and
as a judge on Channel Seven’s It Takes Two.
In addition to recording six CDs including Leading Lady
(which reached platinum status), and Aspects of Andrew
Lloyd Webber (which reached gold status and received
an ARIA nomination), Marina has received numerous
awards including four MO Awards, three Green Room
Awards, and the Advance Australia Award for her
contribution to the performing arts. In 1999, Marina was
guest of honour for the television program This Is Your
Life which paid tribute to her career so far, and in 2006
she was honoured with induction into Australia’s 100
Entertainers of the Century.
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Teddy Tahu
Rhodes and
Marina Prior
on Broadway
Oklahoma!

(Richard Rodgers / Oscar Hammerstein II)

Overture
Oh What A Beautiful Mornin’
The Surrey with the Fringe on the Top
Out Of My Dreams
People Will Say We’re In Love

The Sound of Music

(Richard Rodgers / Oscar Hammerstein II)

Prelude / The Sound of Music
I Have Confidence
Edelweiss
Something Good

South Pacific

(Richard Rodgers / Oscar Hammerstein II)

Overture
Cockeyed Optimist
Twin Soliloquies / Unspoken Thoughts /
Some Enchanted Evening

INTERVAL 20 minutes

West Side Story

(Leonard Bernstein / Stephen Sondheim)

Overture

Les Miserables

(Claude-Michel Schönberg / Alain Boublil / Jean-Marc Natel;
with English-language libretto by Herbert Kretzmer)

Stars
I Dreamed a Dream
Do You Hear The People Sing?

Phantom of the Opera
(Andrew Lloyd Webber / Charles Hart)

Music of the Night

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers
(Saul Chaplin / Gene de Paul / Johnny Mercer)

Barn Dance

Carousel

(Richard Rodgers / Oscar Hammerstein II)

If I Loved You
Mister Snow
You’ll Never Walk Alone

Although the roots of musical theatre go back to the
19th century, many agree that the modern musical was
born in 1943 with Oklahoma!. The creators of the show,
Rodgers and Hammerstein, were theatre legends even
before they teamed up. Richard Rodgers had composed
showbiz hits like Pal Joey and Oscar Hammerstein II
had written words for 1927’s Show Boat. By the 1940s,
however, Rodgers was finding it increasingly difficult to
work with his lyricist, the alcoholic Lorenz Hart, and
Hammerstein hadn’t had a hit in years. When Rodgers
saw a play called Green Grow the Lilacs he put in a phone
call to Hammerstein. The two hit it off.
Lilacs wasn’t obvious material for a musical. The plot
seemed thin, revolving around who will take Laurey to
the dance. No matter – most musicals of the early 20th
century were frivolous. But here’s another Rodgers and
Hammerstein touch: they deepened this. It became a
musical about entry into civilisation (giving the show
the name of the state this territory will become by
curtain fall – Oklahoma!). The show also had a number of
musical innovations. True, there is a genuine overture –
one of those ‘pot-pourris’ which anticipates some of the
big numbers – but cowboy Curly begins ‘Oh! What a
Beautiful Mornin, unaccompanied offstage; songs reveal
character, and some, like ‘The Surrey with the Fringe on
Top’, are whole scenes. This show also saw the first of
what Ethan Mordden calls Hammerstein’s ‘conditional
love songs’: ‘if you throw bouquets at me people will say
we’re in love’.
Because of the importance of story, creators of musicals
look long and hard for plots. The Sound of Music was based
on real life, the story of the Trapp Family Singers. The
musical shows them at the end escaping Nazi Austria over
the mountains; they actually ended up in the US where
Maria, the last surviving child of Captain von Trapp
and his first wife Agathe Whitehead, died in February
this year, aged 99. The Sound of Music was an exception
in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s output because someone
else wrote the book (as the script is called in a musical);
that was usually Hammerstein’s province. But in other
respects the show ticked the R&H criteria. Great story –
Maria Kutschera leaves the convent to become governess
for the children of widower Captain von Trapp and falls
in love with him and his children. Poignant – among
children, Maria becomes responsible enough for marriage;
the family leave their ‘homeland forever’ rather than live
under Nazism. And the music matches this range. There
are fun ensembles for the children; touching numbers for
the couple. Rodgers described the title song as ‘an armflinging tribute to nature’ and ‘Edelweiss’ is so heartfelt it
has often been mistaken for a genuine folksong.
Some critics have accused Rodgers and Hammerstein of
a niceness that is out of keeping with our times, but their
shows often raise touchy issues. South Pacific deals with love
between people much separated in age and background
during wartime (as did The Sound of Music). But South
Pacific also deals with racism. Lt.Cable adores the islander
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and treats them symphonically.
What’s also impressive is that, for all
its ‘high art’ achievement, West Side
Story still fits the bill for a musical. It
has timeless hits: ‘Tonight’, ‘Maria’,
‘America’. With the rival gangs’ fights
choreographed (as in ‘The Rumble’
sequence), it most especially meets the
demand for dance-driven plotting.
Given the popularity of musicals
you might expect them to have long
runs. Broadway’s first ‘long-run’
musical was a 50-performance hit
called The Elves in 1857. That record
has been bettered many times since.
Alain Boublil and Claude-Michel
Schönberg’s Les Misérables has so far
been seen by over 65 million people
in 42 countries. How to explain such
success?

Oscar Hammerstein II (left) and Richard Rodgers (right)

Liat who is ‘younger than springtime’
but he can’t take her home to meet his
folks in Philadelphia.
Musicals have often moved fluidly
between drama and opera. In South
Pacific, Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
operetta ambitions were personalised
by the casting of the original leads –
Broadway stalwart Mary Martin as
the younger woman Nellie Forbush,
operatic bass Ezio Pinza as the
older man, Emile de Becque. De
Becque’s ‘Some Enchanted Evening’
is virtually an aria; the preceding
‘Twin Soliloquies’ of De Becque and
Forbush make a structural virtue of
the differences between music-theatre
and operatic voice types. And here’s
another twist. In 1950, South Pacific
won the Pulitzer Prize for drama,
succeeding the previous year’s winner,
Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman.
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In 1949, choreographer Jerome

Robbins approached composer
Leonard Bernstein and playwright
Arthur Laurents with the idea of
doing a ‘Romeo and Juliet story’ set on
New York’s Lower East Side, the story
of a young Jewish boy and a Catholic
girl hindered in the expression of
their love by tensions between their
families. Work schedules prevented
the collaborators bringing East
Side Story to fruition. When they
resumed work, the original conflict
seemed old hat. Instead, West Side
Story is about Tony, the American
descendant of Polish forebears, and
Maria, the daughter of recent Puerto
Rican immigrants, and their love,
played out against the violence of
rival gangs on the Upper West Side
of town. When we say that musicals
are written in the musical vernacular,
West Side Story ramps that notion up a
notch. It makes use of all the musical
forms popular at the time of writing

For a start, Victor Hugo’s novel
Les Misérables may be one of the
greatest sources of material of all
time. Few people may have read all
its 2,783 pages, but it has spawned
many dramatisations over the years,
including five films. In its tale of Jean
Valjean, a French peasant jailed for 19
years for having stolen a loaf of bread
to feed his starving sister’s child, and
his quest for redemption against
the background of a revolutionary
period in French history, it has the
most magnificent arc. As Hugo said
of his book, ‘… the reader has before
him … from one end to the other, in
its entirety and details … a progress
from evil to good, from injustice to
justice … from hell to heaven, from
nothingness to God …’. Boublil and
Schönberg’s songs, too, are uplifting.
Even ‘Stars’, the villain Javert’s vow to
capture Valjean, is idealistic; ‘Do You
Hear the People Sing’, the people’s
song, is a stirring anthem.
Interestingly, Les Misérables the
musical began life as a French
concept album before being
developed by Cameron Mackintosh
with the assistance of the Royal
Shakespeare Company, proof that
the modern musical doesn’t have to
originate in English or on Broadway.
Seven Brides for Seven Brothers is
one of those musicals which was
conceived for film. Based on the
short story The Sobbin’ Women, by
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The musical has often been thought
of as an American contribution to the
world, yet it actually arose long ago
as a trans-Atlantic conversation. The
19th-century operettas of Gilbert and
Sullivan were pirated and imitated in
the US. The British have assimilated
the American form. If we want to
talk about the musical now we cannot
do it without acknowledging the
work of Andrew Lloyd Webber, more
formally styled Lord Lloyd Webber,
a British peerage being among his
many honours.

Mary Martin and Ezio Pinza in original Broadway production of South
Pacific (1949).
Credit: Magna/The Kobal Collection

The 1954 film was directed by Stanley
Donen, with music by Saul Chaplin
and Gene de Paul. Importantly, the
choreography was by Michael Kidd
who at first baulked at the project.
As he said, ‘Here are these slobs
living off in the woods. They have
no schooling, they are uncouth …
and they’re gonna get up and dance?’
Lyricist Johnny Mercer said that
the musical numbers were often
written at Kidd’s behest (people often
expect that the choreography comes
last), and Kidd won great praise for
creating dances out of mundane farm
pursuits. Indeed, film critic Stephanie
Zacharek called the barn-raising
sequence ‘one of the most rousing
dance numbers ever put on screen’.

Credit: Rodgers & Hammerstein Org/Lebrecht Music @ Arts

Stephen Vincent Benét, Seven Brides
tells the story of the civilising of
seven backwoods brothers before they
are fit to marry.

Gordon MacRae and Shirley Jones in 1955 film Oklahoma!

ears wide open 3:

INTRODUCING MOZART’S GRAN PARTITA
Richard Gill introduces this sumptuous, elegant work,
one of Mozart’s greatest creations.

9 SEPTEMBER AT 6.30PM

ELISABETH MURDOCH HALL, MELBOURNE RECITAL CENTRE
ALL TICKETS $20

BOOK NOW
mso.com.au

(03) 9929 9600
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Lloyd Webber has written 13
musicals. Jesus Christ Superstar
was an early success, based on a
counter-cultural reading of the New
Testament. Several of his shows have
run for more than a decade both on
Broadway and the West End.
Lloyd Webber hasn’t always won
favour with the critics, but much
of his music has taken root in the
popular consciousness, with songs
such as ‘Don’t Cry for Me Argentina’
and ‘Memory’ developing a life
outside their originating shows
(Evita and Cats respectively).
The Phantom of the Opera takes
place at the Paris Opera, where a
deformed composer who lives deep
in the bowels of the theatre ruthlessly
pursues the soprano, Christine, who
saves his soul through compassion. In
a sense, Phantom expresses in its very
subject matter the musical’s proximity
to opera. There are moments of
‘grand opera’ as part of the show; a
significant part of it is through-sung.

Back in the 1940s, Rodgers and
Hammerstein veered every so often
toward operetta. Having established
a penchant for unusual source
material with Oklahoma!, they
chose a play by Hungarian Ferenc
Molnár as the basis for Carousel.
Their subject-matter proved that
musicals don’t have to be happy.
The braggart Billy Bigelow gets
Julie pregnant and, needing money,
takes part in a robbery in which he
is killed. Musical innovations in this
show include the opening, the Waltz
that isn’t an overture, and Billy’s
‘Soliloquy’, a complete musical scene.
But there are the familiar Rodgers
and Hammerstein fingerprints –
the conditional Hammerstein love
song ‘If I Loved You’; the subsidiary
romantic pair: Julie’s friend Carrie
Pipperidge and her ‘Mister Snow’,
and then the anthem which exhorts
the cast to hold their heads up high
‘when you walk through a storm’
because ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’.

Rumours of the demise of musical
theatre occasionally arise, fed by the
thought that it is an old-fashioned
art. But people still long to be
nourished by this sort of theatre
and fortunately the orchestra is a
part of its long lineage from Kern,
Hammerstein, the Gershwins,
Irving Berlin, Burton Lane, Stephen
Sondheim, Elton John. The list goes
on and on …
Gordon Kalton Williams © 2014

GUEST MUSICIANS

teddy tahu rhodes
and marina prior on
broadway
Clare Miller violin
Lynette Rayner violin
Ceridwen Davies viola
Simon Oswell viola
Rachel Curkpatrick oboe
Leigh Harrold keyboard

mso learn celebrates its third
year in the app store
The app encourages users to explore the
different families of instruments, the
instruments themselves and the MSO
musicians who play them. With a
design that is both beautiful and easy to
use, it invites interaction with various
audio-visual features and elements.

It’s been three short years since the
MSO Learn App for iPhone and iPad
first debuted in the App Store.
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Since then, MSO Learn - developed
by Outware Mobile - has continued to
grow in popularity around the world.

With over 50,000 downloads from users
around the world, and a consistently
high customer rating in the App Store,
it remains one of the most interactive
and engaging ways for people of all ages
to learn about the Orchestra.

As the world becomes increasingly
digital, MSO Learn has been enabling
the Orchestra to engage with a wider
audience through technology, and is
the result of many passionate experts
working together towards a common
goal – to promote and share the love of
music and the MSO with others.
MSO Associate Partner Outware
Mobile are proud to have developed
MSO Learn, and will continue to
sponsor the app’s ongoing maintenance
and development into the future.

MSO EUROPEAN TOUR

european tour announced
for august 2014
at Ulrichshusen (Germany) and
Tivoli Concert Hall (Copenhagen).
‘The invitation to perform at these
venues, alongside the world’s most
prestigious orchestras and artists is
an immense honour, and a credit to
the MSO’s international reputation,’
André Gremillet, MSO Managing
Director said.

The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
will make its debut appearances at
five of the world’s most esteemed
series and music festivals in August
2014 under the baton of its Chief
Conductor, Sir Andrew Davis.
Invitations have been extended to the
MSO to perform at the BBC Proms
(London), Edinburgh International
Festival, Concertgebouw Summer
Music Series (Amsterdam),
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Festival

Throughout the two-week tour the
MSO’s program will encompass
music from the heart of the orchestral
repertoire, including Berlioz’ Symphonie
fantastique and two major works by
Richard Strauss: the early tone poem
Don Juan and his last work, Four Last
Songs, with the wonderful Canadian
soprano Erin Wall.
Also featured will be The Warriors,
the largest work in scale as well as in
length by Melbourne-born composer
Percy Grainger and Schumann’s
Cello Concerto for which the
Orchestra will be collaborating with
the great cellist Truls Mørk.
‘I feel privileged to be bringing this

incredible repertoire on tour, which
is so diverse and so full of different
aspects of life, different colours and
styles, along with the sheer joy in music
making that comes when I am with the
MSO,’ Sir Andrew Davis said.
The tour will place Melbourne,
and Australia, in the international
spotlight, reinforcing the notion
that, along with its shopping,
sporting events, culinary fame and
infrastructure, this wonderful city is
illuminated and culturally rich with
a classical music scene rivalling the
world’s oldest and best.
As well as being the first international
tour for the Orchestra since 2007,
the 2014 European Tour coincides
with two important milestones
within the music world’s cultural
calendar: final year of Sir Jonathan
Mills’ tenure as Artistic Director
of the Edinburgh International
Festival, with programming this year
centred around the anniversary of
the outbreak of World War I, and Sir
Andrew’s 70th birthday.

MSO 2014 EUROPEAN TOUR SUPPORTERS
government partner

VIRTUOSO BENEFACTORS
Harold Mitchell AC

The Ian Potter Foundation

The Pratt Foundation

MAESTRO BENEFACTORS
Philip Bacon AM

Rosyln Packer AO

Marc Besen AO and Eva Besen AO

Gandel Philanthropy

Anonymous (2)

PRINCIPAL BENEFACTORS
Rachel Goldberg and
the Hon. Alan Goldberg AO QC
Li Family Trust

Annette Maluish
Joy Selby Smith
Elizabeth Proust AO
The Ullmer Family Endowment
The Schapper Family Foundation		

ASSOCIATE BENEFACTORS
Jerry Brukner

Susan Fry

Don Fry AO

John McKay and Lois McKay

Anonymous (3)

THE MSO GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES ALL SUPPORTERS OF ITS 2014 TOUR. HONOUR ROLL CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINTING.
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VIVALDI, HAYDN AND MOZART:

BAROQUE AND
CLASSICAL MASTERS
MELBOURNE RECITAL CENTRE SERIES
Thursday 19 June at 8pm
Saturday 21 June at 6:30pm
Elisabeth Murdoch Hall, Melbourne
Recital Centre
MONASH SERIES
Friday 20 June at 8pm
Robert Blackwood Hall, Monash
University, Clayton

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Elizabeth Wallfisch violin / director
Raphael Wallfisch cello
Mozart Symphony No.23
Haydn Cello Concerto in C
INTERVAL 20 MINUTES
Danzi Variations on Là ci darem
for cello and orchestra
Vivaldi Concerto in F major
per molti instrumenti
Haydn Symphony No.22
The Philosopher

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra programs can be read
online or downloaded up to a week before each concert
from mso.com.au
If you do not need this printed program after the concert,
we encourage you to return it to a member of staff.
This concert has a duration of approximately 1 hour and
50 minutes, including one 20 minute interval.

The Saturday night performance of Vivaldi, Haydn and
Mozart: Baroque and Classical Masters will be recorded
for later broadcast and streaming on ABC Classic FM on
Saturday 28 June at 1pm.
Please turn off your mobile phone and all other electronic
devices before the performance commences.

BEYOND THE STAGE
Learn more about the music in these free events.
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PRE-CONCERT TALK
Thursday 19 June at 7pm
Elisabeth Murdoch Hall, Melbourne Recital Centre,

POST-CONCERT conversation
Saturday 21 June post 8:30pm
Elisabeth Murdoch Hall, Melbourne Recital Centre,

Friday 20 June at 7pm
Stalls Foyer, Robert Blackwood Hall, Monash University

Join MSO's Assistant Principal Second Violinist Monica
Curro for a post-concert conversation with tonight's
soloists Elizabeth and Raphael Wallfisch.

ABC Classic FM’s Graham Abbott will present a talk on
the artists and works featured in the program.
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ELIZABETH WALLFISCH
violin / director

Elizabeth Wallfisch is a renowned interpreter of 17th,
18th and 19th century violin music. She has been a guest
director and leader on the violin with many of the world’s
orchestras, including the Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra,
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra, the Orchestra of the Age
of Enlightenment, Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, and
the Vancouver and Melbourne Symphony Orchestras,
among many others. She has been Concertmaster of the
Carmel Bach Festival Orchestra for 18 years, and is a
member of the Oberlin Fortepiano Trio.
She is Artistic Director of the Wallfisch Band, a unique
international period instrument orchestra in which
highly talented young musicians play alongside Elizabeth
Wallfisch and her ‘seasoned’ colleagues. In 2007 and
2013 she had the privilege to be Music Director of the
Australian Youth Orchestra’s National Music Camp.
Her discography offers a window onto her expansive
musical world, from early to late Baroque violinists and
composers such as Corelli, Bach, Biber, Leclair, Francoeur,
Purcell and Playford, to Classical and early Romantic
composers such as Mozart, Thomas Linley the Younger,
Kreutzer, Viotti and Schubert. She has recently completed
a recording for Nimbus Records of Beethoven’s sonatas
for piano and violin.
Elizabeth Wallfisch is an Australian by birth, and the
granddaughter of conductor Albert Coates. She came
to London to study and has made the city her home for
the last 43 years. She is married to Raphael Wallfisch
and mother of Benjamin Wallfisch, Simon Wallfisch and
Joanna Wallfisch - all outstanding musicians in their
own right.

RAPHAEL WALLFISCH
cello
Raphael Wallfisch’s masterful technique and soaring,
singing sound evoke a tradition continued from his
teacher, Gregor Piatigorsky. His discography consists of
over 70 CDs and he has appeared in concert with many of
the world’s greatest orchestras and conductors. Recently
he has performed with the Auckland Philharmonia
Orchestra, BBC National Orchestra of Wales, Vancouver
Symphony Orchestra, Västerås Sinfonietta, BBC
Philharmonic, London Symphony Orchestra, London
Philharmonic Orchestra, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra,
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Warsaw Philharmonic
Orchestra, and Czech Philharmonic, among many others.
A popular visitor to major music festivals worldwide,
he has played at the BBC Proms and the Edinburgh,
Aldeburgh, Spoleto, Prades, Montpellier, Casals,
Wratislavia Cantans, Schleswig-Holstein and Bergen
International Festivals. He celebrated his 60th birthday
in 2013, marked with a host of recording releases and
concert appearances.
Raphael Wallfisch is a strong advocate of British music,
releasing critically-acclaimed recordings of works by
Gerald Finzi, Frederick Delius, Arnold Bax, Arthur
Bliss, Benjamin Britten and Ernest John Moeran.
He has worked closely with many of Britain’s leading
composers, and several have written works especially for
him. These include Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Kenneth
Leighton, James MacMillan, Paul Patterson, John Joubert,
Robert Simpson and Sir John Tavener. His extensive
discography includes recordings of both the mainstream
concerto repertoire - many considered to be benchmark
performances - and countless lesser-known works
by Ernő Dohnányi, Ottorino Respighi and Bohuslav
Martinů, as well as works by Richard Strauss, Antonín
Dvořák, Dmitry Kabalevsky and Aram Khachaturian.
Raphael Wallfisch plays a 1760 Gennaro Gagliano cello.
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Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791)

Symphony No.23 in D, K181
Allegro spiritoso –
Andantino grazioso –
Presto assai

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

First, notice this symphony is not in
four separate movements, but in three
which lead from one to another
without a break, as in many an Italian
opera overture (sinfonia) of the time.
Some editions call this piece of
Mozart’s ‘Overture’, though he
headed it ‘Sinfonia’. Composed in
Salzburg and dated 19 May 1773, it
is one of a number of his symphonies
of this period whose form is threemovements-in-one. The dating is not
quite certain, because Mozart’s
widow, or perhaps Mozart himself,
tried to obliterate the date, perhaps so
as to suggest this symphony by a
17-year-old was more recent, in the
interest of a sale.
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The form is that of an overture, and
other similar Mozart ‘symphonies’
were used as overtures to stage
works. Is this an overture in
disguise? At least, Alfred Einstein
guesses, it may have been composed
‘in anticipation of an operatic
commission’ (an overture in 1773
needn’t have had music in common
with what followed). But no such

explanation is needed: quite a few
of the symphonies composed after
Mozart’s return earlier in that year
from his last trip to Italy reflect the
interchangeability there of Overture
and Symphony. This one may have
been part of Wolfgang’s portfolio for
a coming visit to Vienna. His father
Leopold bound it, along with another
eight symphonies, in a single volume.
Hopes of an appointment in Vienna
were dashed, but this particular D
major sinfonia seems to have been
popular elsewhere, since manuscript
copies have turned up as far apart as
Brno in Moravia, and Frankfurt in
Germany.
Scholars of the old school searched
the teenage Mozart’s symphonies
for signs of the greatness to come,
rather a pointless search since these
symphonies were very adequate
for their intended function, which
was not to distract listeners with
recherché passages, but to warm
them up for a concert, or to send
them away with a goodly energetic
noise in their ears. Georges de
Saint-Foix, in his 1932 survey of
Mozart’s symphonies, finds in this
one a striking impression of fullness
and orchestral vigour, but also regrets
that the tragedy the first movement
seems to promise is quickly sacrificed
in the working-out of its themes.
The second movement’s ‘Andantino
grazioso’ is a tempo indication often
used by Mozart in works of this time
and type. Gracious indeed is the
oboe solo – whether with ‘exquisite
fragrance’ (Saint-Foix) is for each
listener to judge. Our reverence for
Mozart as a master will probably
make us listen more attentively
than did early hearers. Will we be
disappointed, with Saint-Foix, that
the final movement is not richer
and more inventive? Or will we, as
Mozart would have liked, have our
ears tickled and our pulses stirred by
gimmicks like the ‘Scotch snaps’ and
‘Turkish’ trills?
© David Garrett 2014
This is the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra's first performance of Mozart’s
Symphony No.23.

Joseph Haydn
(1732-1809)

Cello Concerto in C, Hob.VIIb:1
Moderato
Adagio
Allegro Molto
Raphael Wallfisch cello

Joseph Haydn

In 1761, at the age of 29, Haydn was
appointed Vice-Kapellmeister at the
court of Prince Esterházy in the small
town of Eisenstadt. His musical
duties there included the composition
of instrumental music for the newly
formed Esterházy orchestra. Haydn
already knew many of the orchestral
players from his earlier days in
Vienna, and he promptly set out to
write works that would exploit their
talents. The first three symphonies
that he wrote for his new employer
– Nos 6, 7 and 8 – gave prominent
and extended solos to various players
of the orchestra. His Cello Concerto
in C major was also composed at
around this time, and it was written
to showcase the virtuosity of Joseph
Weigl, the orchestra’s principal cellist.
The composer and cellist were clearly
close friends as well as colleagues, as
Haydn was godfather to Weigl’s son.
The exact number of concertos that
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Haydn composed during his long
career serving the Esterházy family
is not certain. Many are now lost,
though we know of their existence
due to the composer noting them
in his own catalogue of works. The
Cello Concerto in C major was also
presumed lost until the parts were
discovered in the Prague National
Museum as recently as 1961. It was
given an acclaimed 20th-century
premiere in 1962 by the cellist Miloš
Sádlo, with the Czechoslovak Radio
Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Sir Charles Mackerras. Since then
it has become a cornerstone in the
repertoire of most solo cellists.
The concertos that Haydn composed
during his tenure at Eisenstadt were
not intended for large fee-paying
public audiences, but were rather
conceived for smaller groups of
listeners within the confines of the
court society. Unlike many 18thcentury composers, Haydn was not
renowned as a performer himself,
so close contact with the intended
soloist during the composition of
his concertos was paramount in
achieving idiomatic virtuosity. ‘I was
not a wizard on any instrument, but
I knew the power and effect of them
all,’ he explained towards the end of
his life.
His thorough knowledge of the cello’s
capabilities and range of expression
is clearly evident throughout the
C major Concerto. The famous
finale contains extended periods of
brilliant upper-register passagework
that emphasise the physical and
virtuosic nature of the cellist’s
performance. Contrastingly, the
central slow movement has the
character of an Italian operatic
aria, complete with a sustained
introductory note from the soloist
that traditionally displays vocal, or
in this case, bow, control.
Like several of Haydn’s other
early Esterházy concertos, the
first movement is moderate in
tempo. The opening tutti is broadly
conceived, as are the overall sonataform outlines, and the soloist is
given space for a cadenza towards
the movement’s end. The matching

of the home key of C major with the
cello’s lowest string maximises the
instrument’s natural resonance and
enhances the harmonic openness that
characterises the entire concerto.

between the late-Classical comic
operas of Mozart and the protoRomantic folklore-inspired work of
Carl Maria von Weber, whom Danzi
knew and revered.

James Cuddeford © 2013

Both aspects are evident in his
Variations on ‘Là ci darem la mano’,
whose tune comes from Mozart’s
Don Giovanni. There, of course, it
is a duet between the libertine Don
and Zerlina, a peasant girl on whom
he has set his eyes. In the first half
of the duet Don Giovanni breaks
down her resistance, and as the metre
changes from a stolid 2/4 to a more
fluid 6/8 she agrees to go with him.
Like Beethoven, Chopin and Berlioz,
who also composed works based on
the duet, Danzi makes no attempt
to replicate the dramatic situation
in this work. The piece begins with a
straight rendition of the 2/4 melody
which is then treated to coloratura
passagework. A new variation appears
after a vigorous orchestral ritornello,
but soon gives way again to coloratura
writing, a short reflective passage,
and some Sturm und Drang from the
orchestra. A further passage of even
more elaborate solo writing follows
and brings the work to its sparkling
conclusion.

The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
first performed Haydn’s C major Cello
Concerto on 29 August 1979 with
conductor Lamberto Gardelli and
soloist Nathan Waks. The MSO’s most
recent performances were in November
2005 with Emmanuel Krivine and
Christophe Coin.

INTERVAL 20 minutes

Franz Danzi
(1763-1826)

Variations on Là ci darem la
mano for cello and orchestra
Raphael Wallfisch cello

A few years Mozart’s junior, Danzi
was a composer and cellist who
worked at the court of the Elector
Palatine at Mannheim (with its
legendary orchestra) and later
Munich, before taking up
appointments in Stuttgart and
Karlsruhe. In opera he forms a bridge

Franz Danzi

© Gordon Kerry 2014
This is the first performance of this work
by any of the Australian state symphony
orchestras.
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Antonio Vivaldi
(1678-1741)

Concerto in F major per molti
instrumenti, RV 574
For solo violin, 2 oboes,
bassoon, 2 horns, and strings
Allegro
Grave
Allegro
Elizabeth Wallfisch
violin/director

In 1714, Vivaldi took over as
impresario of Venice’s Teatro San
Angelo. This concerto, composed for
his new orchestra there, includes
leading parts for two ‘tromboni da
caccia’ (hunting trombones). Though
this name suggests elongated
instruments, they almost certainly
sounded identical to the circularcoiled hunting horn (corno da caccia).
Indeed, Vivaldi’s pupil, Pisendel, who
took a copy of this concerto in 1716,
later performed it with his own
orchestra in Dresden using ordinary
horns. Vivaldi’s manuscript bears a
cryptic dedication to
‘S.A.S.I.S.P.G.M.D.G.S.M.B’,
probably referring to one of the
theatre’s patrons, prince Giuseppe
Maria da Gonzaga (‘P.G.M.D.G.’). If
so, Vivaldi must have composed the
concerto no later than 1715, the year
the somewhat unstable prince’s
family committed him to an asylum!
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The opening Allegro’s recurring tutti
(ritornello) is based on the hunting
horns’ (or trombones’) characteristic
tucketting rhythm. Its reappearances
throughout the movement – both
in full, and truncated forms – are
punctuated by solo episodes, variously
dominated by the leader’s violin and
pairs of oboes or horns. Briefly one of
the oboes emerges alone, but despite
the unusual prominence of the wind
instruments, it remains essentially
a violin concerto, the leader preeminent in a dazzling sequence
of the fantastic solos for which
Vivaldi was famous. Witnessing him
perform such stratospheric passages,

a German visitor to Venice in 1715
judged Vivaldi simply ‘terrific … his
left-hand fingers on all four strings so
close to the bridge there was almost
no room left for the bow, and all at
incredible speed’.
Conventionally, an F major concerto’s
middle movement should be in
another key, like the contrasting
D minor, and since natural horns
couldn’t easily manage to play much
at all outside F major, they would
usually have to stand by silently for
its short duration. But here, since
Vivaldi perversely insists on his horns
adding a sustained descant above the
chugging repeated quavers of the
opening and closing tuttis, their lack
of crooks and valves leaves him no
other option but to persevere in F
major. In fact, in the ensuing solo, the
leader, with strategic help from one
oboe, does steer the music toward D
minor, the horns even then asked to
contribute a few bars, whereafter the
leader’s lovely cadenza-like spirals
lead back to the home key.
The final Allegro opens, three beats
in a bar, in the guise of a simple of

Antonio Vivaldi

minuet for the horns and basses. But
the tutti quickly reins in any dancelike tendencies and channels them
back, concerto-wards, to the leader’s
violin solo. In the next few bars,
Vivaldi yet again deploys one of his
favourite accompaniments, backing
violins and violas alone, unhitched
from the basses, suspending the
harmony in mid-air, while the leader’s
virtuoso pattern-making inches
closer and closer to the bridge. Horns
and basses enter again, shepherding
the errant soloist back from the
stratosphere to take up the lead again
in the ensuing tutti. The leader then
sets off on another solo in tumbling
triplets, and after further interjections
from horns and oboes, approaches
the climax in skittering semiquavers.
Having shown off shamelessly, the
leader rejoins the rank-and-file
strings, while paired horns and oboes
claim the limelight in the final tutti.
© Graeme Skinner 2014
This is the first performance of this
concerto by any of the Australian state
symphony orchestras.
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Joseph Haydn
(1732-1809)

Symphony No.22 in E flat
The Philosopher
Adagio
Presto
Menuetto
Finale (Presto)

Joseph Haydn

An opening dialogue between a pair
of lordly horns and an insouciant pair
of equally assured cors anglais
suggests beyond much doubt that this
highly individual symphony must be
the one in which Haydn sought to
find God and sinner reconciled.
The aging composer spoke of his
rare attempt to point a moral in a
symphony to both of his first-hand
biographers, Georg August Griesinger
and Albert Christoph Dies. It was
in the Adagio movement, he said, of
one of his earliest symphonies, but to
neither biographer could he identify
which one. The idea, he said, was of
‘God speaking with an abandoned
sinner, pleading with him to reform,
but the sinner in his rashness pays no
heed to this admonition’.
It is not hard, in this dramatic
opening slow movement, to envisage
God in the horns and unrepentant
sinner in the cors anglais. Though
Haydn used the cor anglais in
numerous other compositions, this
is its only appearance in any of his

106 symphonies. It is clearly for its
distinctively nasal tone colour that
he chose it to make a particular
effect on this occasion, in place of
the normal oboes.
Despite the sinner’s resistance,
what we assume to be God’s stately
chorale-like theme moves irresistibly
forward on the horns, more in
sorrow than in anger, but firm
and unswerving. The designation
‘Philosopher’, though not authentic,
was in use during Haydn’s lifetime,
and is more in line than most such
nicknames with the solemn dignity of
the opening movement.
The Symphony No.22 was the fifth
of only seven symphonies Haydn
wrote with an entire opening slow
movement, following Baroque
sonata da chiesa (church sonata)
form. All were transitional works,
written between about 1758 and
1768. The present symphony was
composed in 1764, Haydn’s fourth
year of service with the Esterházy
court at Eisenstadt, when he was still
holding down the position of deputy
Kapellmeister, waiting to succeed the
increasingly feeble director-in-nameonly, Gregor Werner.
His symphonies with an opening
slow movement share not only
a formal relationship but also
something of a spiritual one with the
old church sonata form. Therein lies
the key to their demise. Increasingly
the opening movements became
deeply solemn or reverent, sometimes
emotional, with an intensity which
subsequent movements could not
sustain. Haydn finally abandoned
the form after it culminated in the
bleak Symphony No.49 La Passione
of 1768.
Haydn provides a striking contrast
with the measured poise of the
opening Adagio in a fierce Presto
second movement, taut in rhythm
and in structure. Tension relaxes in
a sturdy but uncomplicated minuet,
in which the somewhat chugging
rhythm suggests to H.C. Robbins
Landon more a divertimento than
a symphony. Horns and cors anglais
again have solo roles in a mellifluous
central trio section.

The God-like horns of the opening
movement are allowed in the finale
to display their other essential
function on a country estate of the
Austro-Hungarian nobility – to
signal the hunt. Haydn’s employer,
Prince Nicolaus Esterházy, was an
inveterate game-shooter, and hunting
ceremonial was an inseparable
element in life at court. A galloping
rhythm conjures up an idealised
vision of that panoply and excitement
– a feature which would recur in
Haydn’s music whilst he served the
Esterházys.
Whether the Philosopher Symphony
was deemed too unusual or whether
there was sometimes a problem in
obtaining the necessary cors anglais,
an alternative three-moverment
version was soon being performed.
In this version – which is little more
than a historical curiosity – flutes
replace the cors anglais, and the
opening slow movement and minuet
are dropped. The original Presto
second movement and finale are
now separated by a new Andante
grazioso movement which, if it is
genuine, shows Haydn effectively
marking time compared with the
striking individuality of his original
conception.
Anthony Cane © 1983/2001
The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
first performed Haydn’s Symphony
No.22 on 12 October 1968 under the
direction of Fritz Rieger, and most
recently in June 1997 with Claus Peter
Flor.

GUEST MUSICIANS

VIVALDI, HAYDN AND
MOZART: BAROQUE AND
CLASSICAL MASTERS
Sophie Rowell violin
Lynette Rayner violin
Simon Oswell viola
Rachel Curkpatrick oboe
Michael Dixon horn
Donald Nicolson harpsichord
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MSO FAMILY JAMS

come and jam with the mso!
Gillian Howell  facilitator 28 June
Lachlan Davidson  facilitator 20 September
Musicians of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
MSO’s Family Jams provide an opportunity for members of the public to ‘jam’ with musicians of the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra in a fun, inclusive and informal environment. Participants aged six years and over are encouraged
to bring along their own instrument (or borrow one of ours) and, over the course of an hour, work together to develop
an original piece of music based on orchestral repertoire within the current MSO season. Each workshop culminates in
a performance which is open to the general public.
Saturday 28 June at 11am and 12.30pm Deakin Edge, Federation Square
Discover the distinctive Czech melodies and rhythms of Smetana’s Má vlast.
Saturday 20 September at 11am and 12.30pm Deakin Edge, Federation Square
Improvise on Debussy’s ethereal symphonic poem, Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun

How to book:
Participation in MSO Family Jams is free, but registration is essential.
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To book your place, please visit mso.com.au or contact MSO Education on
9626 1198 for further information.

what is a concertmaster?

meet the mso’s new
co-concertmaster dale BARLTROP
The first time Dale Barltrop played
with the MSO three years ago
he demonstrated his formidable
commitment by driving 24 hours
non-stop from Brisbane because a
volcanic ash cloud had grounded all
planes, arriving just in time to play
on pure adrenalin. On June 24 he
fulfils that journey when he makes
his debut as the orchestra’s new Coconcertmaster, playing Schumann
with American pianist Emanuel Ax
in a MSO Soloist's Choice concert at
the Melbourne Recital Centre.
Brisbane-born Barltrop, 33, began his
love affair with the violin in Grade
3, when his primary school began a
group class. ‘I don’t ever remember
a time when I considered doing
anything else with my life,’ he recalls.
The path from a primary school
string orchestra to the seat nearest
the conductor with the MSO led via
the Queensland Youth Orchestra at
the tender age of 11, the Australian
Youth Orchestra, five years studying
in the United States and six years
with the respected St Paul Chamber
Orchestra in Minnesota, before
arriving at the Vancouver Symphony
Orchestra in Canada where he is
also Concertmaster. He will divide
his time between the two orchestras,
sharing the role in Melbourne with
Wilma Smith, who steps down at the
end of the year.
What does it mean to be
concertmaster? Does he have to be
the best violin player in the orchestra?
‘Ideally the concertmaster is a
musician the orchestra can look up
to, but it’s just as important to have
the people skills to lead an orchestra
of 100 people, and to communicate
well,’ he says.
‘The concertmaster is the lead
violinist who plays any violin solos
in an orchestral work.’

Behind the scenes, the role includes
working with the orchestral
management, technical aspects such
as preparing bowings for the strings
so the players are unified, personnel
issues involving musicians or artistic
questions, and community relations,
representing the orchestra at a variety
of functions.
‘But more important is what happens
during rehearsals and concerts,
where the concertmaster is a conduit
between the conductor and the rest of
the orchestra, helping the conductor
achieve musical goals.’
Asked about the phenomenon
familiar to most orchestral players
where they distrust a conductor
and follow the concertmaster
instead, Barltrop shows some of the
diplomacy his role requires. ‘If there
is a conductor on the podium who

is not as effective as the musicians
would like, it takes great sensitivity
to help the conductor and musicians
navigate their way through, and
that can be precarious. But with an
orchestra like the MSO it shouldn’t
happen very often.’
Not just a communicator,
concertmasters must be good
listeners, Barltrop says. They provide
leadership but work as part of a team
and must be diplomats, sensitive to
the needs of other people and what is
unfolding.
Chief Conductor Sir Andrew Davis
says the role demands a violinist of
great distinction who will be the
conductor’s right-hand person.
‘I certainly feel very comfortable in
that way with Dale. He’s a wonderful
musician and a wonderful colleague.’
Barney Zwartz
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OAM and Dr Pam Fradkin, John and
Diana Frew, David I Gibbs and Susie O’Neill,
Merwyn and Greta Goldblatt, George H
Golvan QC, Dr Marged Goode, Louise
Gourlay OAM, Jean Hadges, Stuart and Sue
Hamilton, Paula Hansky OAM and Jack
Hansky AM, Tilda and Brian Haughney,
Julian and Gisela Heinze, Hans and Petra
Henkell, Dr Alastair Jackson, Stuart Jennings,
John and Joan Jones, George and Grace Kass

mso
supporters

what is an orchestra?

INVITATION
This winter, share a morning of
rehearsal with members of the
Orchestra and Chief Conductor
Sir Andrew Davis and find out
more about the MSO Patrons
community.

MSO ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL SECOND VIOLINIST Monica Curro meets Patrons at
a Meet The Musicians event

What is an orchestra? ‘A metaphor
for community,’ is how Monica
Curro, MSO’s Assistant Principal
Second Violinist recently described
it. ‘A group of passionate, dedicated
individuals coming together to create
something great, and only possible
with a collective will and brilliant
teamwork!’

Supporting your Orchestra as a
Patron is an opportunity to become
part of this community. Through their
inspiring financial generosity, Patrons
make a critical difference to the
MSO and the extraordinary musical
experiences it offers to so many
people both on and off the stage.

PLAYER PATRONS (cont’d)
Irene Kearsey, Dr Anne Kennedy, Norman
Lewis in memory of Dr Phyllis Lewis,
Dr Anne Lierse, Violet and Jeff Loewenstein,
Elizabeth H Loftus, Vivienne Hadj and
Rosemary Madden, In Memory of Leigh
Masel, Trevor and Moyra McAllister,
John and Ann McArthur, David Menzies,
Jan Minchin, John and Isobel Morgan,
Ian Morrey, The Novy Family, Laurence
O’Keefe and Christopher James, Mrs W.
Peart, Susan and Barry Peake, Graham and
Christine Peirson, John and Betty Pizzey,
Lady Potter AC, Peter Priest, Jiaxing Qin, In
Honour of Norma and Lloyd Rees, Dr Sam
Ricketson, Tom and Elizabeth Romanowski,
Delina Schembri-Hardy, Max and Jill
Schultz, David Shavin QC, Chris and Jacci
Simpson, Dr Sam Smorgon AO and Mrs
Minnie Smorgon, Dr Michael Soon, Geoff
and Judy Steinicke, Mrs Suzy and Dr Mark
Suss, Pamela Swansson, Prof Seong-Seng
Tan and Jisun Lim, Dr Adrian Thomas,
Frank and Miriam Tisher, Margaret Tritsch,
Mrs Barbara Tucker, P and E Turner, Mary
Vallentine AO, The Hon. Rosemary Varty,

Inquiries Ph: (03) 9626 1107
or email philanthropy@mso.
com.au by 23 June.
www.mso.com.au/support-us/

The MSO is an endorsed charitable
institution, Deductible Gift Recipient
and member of the Register of Cultural
Organisations. Gifts of $2 and more
are fully tax-deductible.

Sue Walker AM, Elaine Walters OAM,
Erna Werner and Neil Werner OAM, Nic
and Ann Willcock, Marian and Terry Wills
Cooke, Pamela F. Wilson, Ruth Wisniak
OAM and Dr John Miller AO, Joanne
Wolff, Peter and Susan Yates, Mark Young,
Anonymous (15)

Donations are vital to the Orchestra's
work, supporting access, artists,
education, outreach programs and more.

THE CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE

MSO Patrons contribute at the
following levels or more:
$100 (Friend), $1,000 (Player),
$2,500 (Associate), $5,000
(Principal), $10,000 (Maestro),
$20,000 (Impresario).

Jenny Anderson, Joyce Bown, Ken Bullen,
Luci and Ron Chambers, Sandra Dent, Lyn
Edward, Alan Egan JP, Louis Hamon OAM,
Tony Howe, John and Joan Jones,
Mrs Sylvia Lavelle, Elizabeth Proust AO,
Penny Rawlins, Joan P Robinson, Jennifer
Shepherd, Pamela Swansson, Dr Cherilyn
Tillman, Mr and Mrs R P Trebilcock, Michael
Ullmer, Mr Tam Vu, Marian and Terry Wills
Cooke, Mark Young, Anonymous (16)
We gratefully acknowledge support received
from the Estates of Gwen Hunt, Pauline
Marie Johnston, C. P. Kemp, Peter Forbes
MacLaren, Prof Andrew McCredie, Miss
Sheila Scotter AM MBE, Molly Stephens,
Jean Tweedie, Herta and Fred B Vogel.

We are delighted to involve donors
in the MSO’s world at close quarters,
through events and our supporter
newsletter, The Full Score.

The MSO Conductor’s Circle
members have notified of a planned
gift in their Will.
All donors are recognised on our
website.
Enquiries: +61 (3) 9626 1107
philanthropy@mso.com.au

This honour roll is correct at time
of printing.
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SOLOIST’S CHOICE
Tuesday 24 June at 7:30pm
Elisabeth Murdoch Hall,
Melbourne Recital Centre
Brahms Klavierstücke Op.119*
Brett Dean Hommage à Brahms*
Australian Premiere
INTERVAL 20 MINUTES
Schumann Piano Quintet in E-flat Op.44
* please refer to program notes for order
of movements
Emanuel Ax piano
Wilma Smith violin
Dale Barltrop violin
Daniel Schmitt viola
David Berlin cello

EMANUEL AX
PLAYS BRAHMS
AND SCHUMANN
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra programs can be read
online or downloaded up to a week before each concert
from mso.com.au
If you do not need this printed program after the concert,
we encourage you to return it to a member of staff.
This concert has a duration of approximately one hour
and 30 minutes including one interval of 20 minutes.
This performance will be recorded for later broadcast and
streaming on ABC Classic FM on Wednesday 25 June at
1pm.
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Please turn off your mobile phone and all other electronic
devices before the performance commences.

ABOUT THE artists
EMANUEL AX PLAYS BRAHMS AND SCHUMANN

EMANUEL AX piano

WILMA SMITH violin

Emanuel Ax captured public attention in 1974 when
he won the first Arthur Rubinstein International Piano
Master Competition in Tel Aviv, followed several years
later by the coveted Avery Fisher Prize. The 2013/14
season includes appearances with the London Symphony
Orchestra at the Barbican Centre and Lincoln Center;
collaborations with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
and Mariss Jansons in Amsterdam, Bucharest, China and
Japan; a project inspired by Brahms which includes new
pieces from composers Missy Mazzoli, Nico Muhly, Brett
Dean and Anders Hillborg commissioned jointly between
the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Cal Performances
Berkeley, Chicago Symphony Orchestra and Carnegie
Hall; and performances with the Melbourne and Sydney
Symphony Orchestras. During the 2012/13 season he
spent multiple weeks as Artist-in-Residence with the
New York Philharmonic, and joined the Orchestra on
their European tour conducted by Alan Gilbert. In
recent years he has turned his attention toward the music
of 20th-century composers, premiering works by John
Adams, Christopher Rouse, Krzysztof Penderecki, Bright
Sheng and Melinda Wagner.

Wilma Smith is holds the Harold Mitchell AC
Concertmaster Chair of the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and has been the Orchestra’s Concertmaster
since 2003.

Emanuel Ax has received Grammy Awards for the second
and third volumes of his cycle of Haydn’s piano sonatas,
and has made a series of Grammy-winning recordings
with Yo-Yo Ma of the Beethoven and Brahms sonatas for
cello and piano.
Born in Poland, Emanuel Ax moved to Canada at a
young age and went on to study at the Juilliard School.
Additionally, he attended Columbia University, where he
majored in French. He resides in New York City with his
wife, pianist Yoko Nozaki, and their two children.

For nine years before that, she held the same position
with the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra. Born in Fiji,
she grew up in New Zealand and studied in Boston with
Dorothy DeLay.
She was First Violinist of the Lydian String Quartet,
prizewinners at Evian, Banff and Portsmouth
International Competitions and winners of the
Naumburg Award for Chamber Music.
Wilma played regularly with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and was also Concertmaster of the Handel
and Haydn Society, the Harvard Chamber Orchestra and
period instrument orchestra, Banchetto Musicale.
On invitation, she returned to New Zealand to found
the New Zealand String Quartet, working with them for
five years which included concert tours of New Zealand,
Australia and America.
Since moving to Melbourne, Wilma has continued a busy
chamber music life in Australia and New Zealand.
Highlights have included performing with the Munro/
Smith/Berlin Trio, Steven Isserlis and Melvyn Tan,
Ensemble Liaison, the Hopkins Quartet and duos with
pianists, Ian Munro and Michael Houstoun.
In 2012 she started her own chamber music series, Wilma
and Friends, performing at the Melbourne Recital Centre
Salon. Her appearances as soloist with the MSO include
Vaughan Williams’ The Lark Ascending, conducted by Sir
Andrew Davis, in 2011.
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DALE BARLTROP violin

DANIEL SCHMITT viola

DAVID BERLIN cello

Brisbane-born violinist Dale Barltrop
began his violin studies in Brisbane,
where he made his solo debut at age
15 with the Queensland Symphony
Orchestra. He later moved to the
United States to complete tertiary
studies at the University of Maryland
and the Cleveland Institute of Music.

Daniel Schmitt was born in Germany
and studied with Bruno Giuranna
at the University of the Arts, Berlin.
During this time, Daniel was
Principal Viola of the European
Union Youth Orchestra and a
member of the Munich Philharmonic
Orchestra’s scholarship program for
university students.

David Berlin holds the position of
MS Newman Family Principal Cello
Chair at the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and has held the position
of Principal Cello since 1989.

Dale is currently Co-Concertmaster
of the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra, and is also Concertmaster
of the Vancouver Symphony
Orchestra. Previously, he has held
Principal and Guest Concertmaster
positions with the Australian
Chamber Orchestra, the Camerata of
St John’s Chamber Orchestra and the
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra.
Dale has performed at numerous
music festivals across North
America, including Mainly Mozart,
Festival Mozaic, Music in the
Vineyards, Yellow Barn, Kneisel
Hall, Tanglewood and the New York
String Seminar. He was a prizewinner
at the Fischoff National Chamber
Music Competition and winner of
the violin division of the American
String Teachers Association National
Solo Competition.
Dale has served on the faculty of the
University of British Columbia and
the Vancouver Academy of Music,
and has taught at the National
Orchestral Institute in Maryland and
the Australian National Academy of
Music.
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Daniel was a founding member of
the Talis String Quartet, who are
previous winners of the German
National Music Competition and
in its ten year existence played many
concerts across Europe.
Before joining the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra as Principal
Viola in 2014 Daniel was a member
of the Southwest German Radio
Symphony Orchestra, the Munich
National Opera Orchestra and held
the position of Principal Viola with
the Royal Opera ‘La Monnaie’ in
Brussels.
Daniel has been a regular Guest
Principal of the Munich Chamber
Orchestra and Philippe Herreweghe’s
‘Orchestre des Champs Elysées’ in
Paris.

David was born in Jerusalem and
studied cello with Lois Simpson in
Sydney at the New South Wales
Conservatorium and Channing
Robbins at the Julliard School of
Music in New York. For over twenty
years he has been at the forefront of
classical music making in Australia,
having also held the position of
Principal Cello with the Adelaide
Symphony Orchestra.
He has made numerous appearances
as soloist with the Melbourne and
Adelaide Symphony Orchestras, and
has played as Guest Principal Cello
with the Sydney and Tasmanian
Symphony Orchestras as well as the
Australian Chamber Orchestra.
In 1996 he was invited to play
as Principal Cello in the World
Philharmonic Orchestra. David
has been involved in numerous
collaborations with some of
Australia’s leading musicians,
including Richard Tognetti, Brett
Dean, the Goldner and Australian
String Quartets and Leslie Howard,
with whom he performed the first
complete collection of music for cello
and piano by Franz Liszt in London
in 1992.
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Tonight’s performance of Brahms’ Klavierstücke Op.119 and Dean’s
Hommage à Brahms, will be performed in the following order:
Brahms

I. Intermezzo, Adagio in B minor

Dean

Engelsflügel 1

Brahms

II. Intermezzo, Andantino un poco agitato in E minor

Dean

Hafenkneipenmusik

Brahms

III. Intermezzo, Grazioso e giocoso in C major

Dean

Engelsflügel 2

Brahms

IV. Rhapsodie, Allegro risoluto in E flat major

Johannes
Brahms
(1833-1897)

Klavierstücke, Op.119
I. Intermezzo in B minor
(Adagio)
II. Intermezzo in E minor
(Andantino un poco agitato)
III. No.3 Intermezzo in C major
(Grazioso e giocoso)
IV. Rhapsodie in E flat major
(Allegro risoluto)

piano piece for you, because I would
like to know how you agree with
it. It is teeming with dissonances!
… Maybe they won’t please your
palate, and now I wished they would
be less correct, but more appetising
and agreeable to your taste. The little
piece is exceptionally melancholic
and ‘to be played very slowly’ is not
an understatement. Every bar and
every note must sound like a ritard,
as if one wanted to suck melancholy
out of each and every one, lustily
and with pleasure out of these very
dissonances!’
This small, dissonant piano piece was
the first Intermezzo of his final set of
solo piano music, the Klavierstücke,
Op.119. Fortunately, it did please
Clara Schumann’s palate. She
described it, memorably, as a ‘grey
pearl … veiled and very precious’, and
found it ‘sadly sweet in spite of all its
dissonances’.

Johannes Brahms

In May 1893, Brahms wrote to his
friend and muse, the pianist Clara
Schumann:
‘I am tempted to copy out a small

This paradoxical description speaks
to the mood of these late pieces;
Brahms described them as ‘lullabies
of my pain’. He began work on the
Op.119 set in 1892 – two years
after his supposed retirement from
composition – and completed it
while on summer holiday in Ischl,
Upper Austria, in 1893. Apart from a
brief flurry in the 1870s, it had been
three decades since he had composed
significantly for piano. Like its
companion sets of Op.117 and
Op.118, Op.119 marks a significant
departure from his early style.
Three of the four pieces are
‘intermezzos’. Brahms’ friend,
the musicologist Philipp Spitta,

suggested this meant that ‘they are
both preceded and followed by other
things, and in this case musicians
and listeners alike must imagine for
themselves what they are’. These
intermezzos were preceded by a
lifetime of composing, and followed
by a leave-taking of the piano.
The musicologist and philosopher
Theodor Adorno famously remarked,
apropos of Beethoven, that ‘in the
history of art, late works are the
catastrophes’. Late style in Brahms
takes a different form, and yet there
are resonances with Beethoven:
that Janus-like gaze both to the
Baroque and the future; a distillation
of serious musical thought into the
miniature; an approach to form that
is both rigorous and organic; and the
juxtaposition – if not reconciliation
– of opposites. In her diary, Clara
Schumann wrote of these late pieces:
‘It really is marvellous how things
pour from him; it is wonderful how
he combines passion and tenderness
in the smallest of spaces.’
Intermezzo No.1 unfolds in the
key of B minor, although it takes
some time to make this clear. This
tiny two-page piece is the most
forward-looking of the set, with
its ambiguous tonality, and protoimpressionistic textures. It begins
with stacks of thirds – a favourite
interval of Brahms’ – in an apparently
homophonic texture that is densely
infused with polyphony. A middle
section in D major offers greater
tonal certainty, before a seamless
transition back to the world of the
opening.
Intermezzo No.2, in the key of E
minor, is essentially monothematic.
Its agitated opening motif is
transformed in a waltz-like episode
of more straightforward lyricism, in
E major, except that it is coloured by
the agitation that surrounds it, which
casts it as memory, perhaps, or dream.
Intermezzo No.3, in clear C major,
affords some respite and, unlike
its two ternary-form predecessors,
operates in a version of binary.
The set concludes with a Rhapsody
in the heroic key of E flat, which was
a signature key of Brahms’ late piano
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pieces. It was also, significantly, the
key of Brahms’ first solo piano piece,
his Scherzo Op.4, and in this sense
marks a homecoming. Indeed, the
Rhapsody recalls an earlier Brahms
in its virility, as it casts aside the
introversion of the previous works.
And yet Brahms subverts this
heroism by concluding in the minor:
an appropriately tragic ending for a
set of ‘lullabies of pain’.
© Anna Goldsworthy 2014

Brett Dean
(born 1961)

Hommage à Brahms
I. Engelsflügel 1
II. Hafenkneipenmusik
III. Engelsflügel 2
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

One of the most frequently
performed composers of his
generation, Brett Dean studied in
Brisbane before joining the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra as a violist
for 14 years. He returned to Australia
in 2000 to concentrate on composing
and has since been commissioned by
the Berlin Philharmonic, Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Los
Angeles Philharmonic, BBC Proms,
BBC Symphony, Lucerne Festival,
Royal Stockholm Philharmonic and
Cologne Philharmonie, among
others. In 2009 he won the
prestigious Grawemeyer Award for
his violin concerto The Lost Art of
Letter Writing. He also maintains a
busy career as a conductor and violist.
The most recent in his ongoing
‘Hommage’ series of études for solo
piano (which also includes tributes to
Bach, Janáček and Kurtág), Hommage
à Brahms consists of three pieces
which may be played as a standalone
set, or, as conceived by the composer,

interspersed among the four pieces of
Brahms’ Opus 119 set (as presented
in this evening’s concert).
Delicate gossamer textures and
sustained impressionistic chords
pervade the two outer Engelsflügel
(‘Angel’s wings’) movements, in
which the dynamic rarely rises above
pianissimo. These frame a central
movement whose insistent triplet
rhythm drives the music on with a
restless nervous energy.
Dean has described the inspiration
behind the work:
‘Hommage à Brahms pays homage to
Brahms the composer and the man.
With these pieces, I drew particular
inspiration from accompanying
textures and figurations as found
in Brahms’ duo sonatas and lieder.
Taking into account aspects of
Brahms’ personal life, including
the challenges he faced as a young
man whilst playing at seedy
harbour-side bars to earn money
(Hafenkneipenmusik) and the long
and complicated relationship he had
with Clara Schumann, these homagepieces emerge out of the idea of a line
or part that’s absent, the person not
by his side. It is music that grows out
of accompanying figurations yet takes
on a life of its own, shining a light
on Brahms’ poignantly melancholic
Op.119 pieces.’
© Brett Dean 2014
Hommage à Brahms was
commissioned by the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Association; Symphony
Center Presents, Chicago; Cal
Performances, University of California,
Berkeley; and Carnegie Hall. Emanuel
Ax performed the world premiere, on 21
February 2014 at Chicago’s Symphony
Center. This is the first performance in
Australia.
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Robert
Schumann
(1810-1856)

Piano Quintet in E flat, Op.44
Allegro brillante
In modo d’una Marcia (Un
poco largamente)
Scherzo (Molto vivace)
Allegro ma non troppo

Robert Schumann

Schumann’s Quintet retained a
reputation for modernity right up to
the end of the 19th century.
Overlooking Brahms and Dvořák, a
New York reviewer in 1896 claimed it
was ‘still the best piece of chamber
music since Beethoven’. Back in 1842,
Schumann had certainly wanted it to
be a model of modern chamber
music. In it, by implication, he
continued to wage his journalistic
campaign against those ‘inartistic
tendencies in the immediate past
concerned merely with encouraging
superficial virtuosity’, particularly on
the piano. Pianists naturally remained
inclined to pianism, but the best of
them also appreciated Schumann’s
reticence on this point. One virtuoso
who programmed the Quintet
regularly, Liszt’s pupil and son-in-law
Hans von Bülow, judged it ‘not a
particularly brilliant piece, but one
that makes a dependable effect, and is
easy to understand… not so thankful
for the piano, but opportune for me
… full of freshness and spirit’.

It continued to be a work that could
be relied upon to take a ‘deep hold on
the hushed audience’ (as when first
played in Boston in 1853), especially
when ‘rendered in a thoroughly
artistic manner’ (as a reviewer judged
it to be in a suburban London concert
in 1870). And although this term
was occasionally used with an ironic
snigger, for the most part Victorians
understood ‘rendition’ much as
did the original Oxford English
Dictionary, as an ‘act of restoring,
surrendering, yielding’.
If spiritual surrender is what
Schumann expected of his executants
(not least his pianist wife, Clara, to
whom the work is dedicated), there
was also something of the same
quality – of yielding to inspiration
– in the process of composition.
His large works around these
years were typically the result of
furiously channelled effort, the
First Symphony sketched in a few
days and, immediately prior to
the Quintet, three string quartets
composed in a month. The Quintet,
likewise, went from sketch to faircopy score in just 20 days.
The immediacy of conception, in turn,
can be felt in the music itself. The
propulsive upward thrust and slower
fall of its concerted opening figure,
charting a kinetically skewed arc, not
only generates the core strength of
the piece’s compact fortes, but – by
means of straightforward repetition
and variation – almost all its melodic
material. At the opposite end of the
dynamic range, and especially in
the movement’s more ruminatory
central episode, quaver figures from
the piano restore impetus and urge
the strings onward and upward again.
Yet for all the exuberance, the piece’s
energy is always carefully channelled,
controlled.
Despite its curiously non-committal
title, ‘In the mode of a march’, the
minor-key second movement invokes
a venerable tradition of art music
imitative of state funerals – the stiff,
slowish tempo, the crushed upbeats
of muffled drums, even the somewhat
emphysemic wheeze of muted bugles
in the contrasting major-key episode

that follows. A developing episode,
Agitato, gradually heightens the
tension. Schumann’s propulsive piano
triplets and tremolos from the second
violin resolve into a etherealised
reprise of the major-key episode, and
a spectral pizzicato final reprise as the
procession retreats into the distance.
If the second movement was
essentially just a quintet amplification
of the type of solo piano character
piece in which Schumann had
specialised for the past decade, the
Scherzo is an ensemble conception
through and through. It establishes
from the outset – and for the first
time in the work – a lively antiphony
between the keyboard and strings,
both sides moreover sharing exactly
the same materials, rising scales
opposed to rapid-fire repeated notes.
Separating the Scherzo reprises are
two contrasting episodes (so-called
trios), the second the more earcatching with its curious against-thegrain accents and cross-accents, as the
fivesome winds up to a furious fizzing
unisono climax.
The finale opens off-centre in
C minor. A clear reference to one
of Schubert’s standard operating
procedures in his string-and-piano
works, the piano tune is starkly
announced in simple octaves.
Though repeated-note and scale
figurations are recruited from the
Scherzo to get the movement going,
ever more concentrated contrapuntal
development of the main tune
increasingly drives it forward, until
the fugal coda closes the circle by also
bringing back into play the vaulting
theme from the very opening of the
Quintet.
Graeme Skinner © 2011
The only previous performance of this
work by the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra was in October 2011,
performed by Peter Edwards (violin),
Kirstin Kenny (violin), Fiona Sargeant
(viola), Rohan de Korte (cello) and
Louisa Breen (piano).
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If Prague was music, this is how it would sound.
For the first time in MSO history: Smetana’s masterwork
performed in full by the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
and conducted by Prague Philharmonia’s Jakub Hrůša.
A work of unparalleled scope and power; Má Vlast paints a
compelling musical portrait of the landscape, legends and
folklore of the Czech nation featuring The Moldau, depicting the
rippling, swirling and swelling of the river’s journey.

18 JULY AT 8PM Robert Blackwood Hall, Monash University, Clayton.
19 JULY AT 2PM AND 21 JULY AT 6.30PM Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall.

BOOK NOW mso.com.au | (03) 9929 9600

GEELONG SERIES
Friday 27 June at 8pm
Costa Hall, Deakin University, Geelong
SATURDAY MATINEES
Saturday 28 June at 2pm
Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall
GREAT CLASSICS ON MONDAYS
Monday 30 June at 6:30pm
Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall
Ives Orchestral Set No.2
Beethoven Piano Concerto No.4
INTERVAL 20 MINUTES
Berlioz Symphonie fantastique

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra Chorus
Sir Andrew Davis conductor
Emanuel Ax piano
Jonathan Grieves-Smith chorus master

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra programs can be read
online or downloaded up to a week before each concert
from www. mso.com.au

The Saturday night performance of Beethoven’s Piano
Concerto No.4 will be recorded for later broadcast on
ABC Classic FM.

If you do not need this printed program after the concert,
we encourage you to return it to a member of staff.

Please turn off your mobile phone and all other
electronic devices before the performance commences.

This concert has a duration of approximately two hours
and 15 minutes, including one interval of 20 minutes.

BEYOND THE STAGE
Learn more about the music in these free events.
PRE-CONCERT TALK
Friday 27 June at 7pm
Costa Hall, Deakin University, Geelong
Saturday 28 June at 1pm
Stalls Foyer, Arts Centre Melbourne,
Hamer Hall
Callum Moncrieff will present a talk on the
artists and works featured in the program.
POST-CONCERT CONVERSATION
Monday 30 June post performance
Stalls Foyer, Arts Centre Melbourne,
Hamer Hall
Join MSO’s Director of Artistic Planning Huw
Humphreys for a post-concert conversation
with MSO Chief Conductor Sir Andrew Davis
and tonight’s soloist Emanuel Ax.
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SIR ANDREW DAVIS
conductor

Sir Andrew Davis is Chief
Conductor of the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra.
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He recently extended his contract
as the Music Director and Principal
Conductor of Lyric Opera of
Chicago through to the 2020/2021
season, having been appointed in
2000. He is also Conductor Laureate
of both the Toronto Symphony and
BBC Symphony orchestras, and
was previously Music Director of

Glyndebourne Festival Opera.

Messiaen and Janáček.

A former organ scholar at King’s
College, Cambridge, he has
conducted all of the world’s major
orchestras as well as at leading opera
houses and festivals. His tenure
as chief conductor of the BBC
Symphony, whom he led at the Proms
and on tour to Europe, the USA and
Asia, was the longest since that of the
Orchestra’s founder Sir Adrian Boult.
His repertoire is diverse, however
he is a keen proponent of works
by Elgar, Tippett, Britten, Boulez,

Sir Andrew has a massive
discography on the Chandos, Decca,
Deutsche Grammophon, Warner
Classics International, Capriccio,
EMI, and CBS labels, among
others. Sir Andrew currently records
exclusively for Chandos Records.
He was made a Commander of
the British Empire in 1992, and
a Knight Bachelor in 1999. He
is also a recipient of the Royal
Philharmonic Society/Charles
Heidsieck Music Award.
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Wigglesworth, Klaus Tennstedt,
Pierre Boulez, James Levine, Lorin
Maazel and Sir Roger Norrington,
for concerts in London, Rio de
Janeiro, Granada, Brussels, Nairobi,
and Melbourne, and for recordings
for Chandos, Decca, Phillips, ABC
Classics and MSO Live.

JONATHAN GRIEVES-SMITH
chorus master
Jonathan is Chorus Master of the
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Chorus, Elisabeth Murdoch Fellow in
Choral Music at Trinity College, The
University of Melbourne, and Artistic
Director of Hallelujah Junction,
Australia’s professional choir.
He has trained choirs for many
outstanding musicians including
Sir Simon Rattle, Vernon Handley,
Massimo Freccia, Seiji Ozawa, Valery
Gergiev, Stephen Layton, Mark

Jonathan was Assistant Music
Director to the great Laszlo Heltay
at the Brighton Festival Chorus
and was appointed Music Director
following Laszlo’s retirement. He
was Chorus Master to the Reading
Festival Chorus, Huddersfield Choral
Society and Hallé Choir, and has
conducted the Academy of St Martin
in the Fields Choir, Sydney Chamber
Choir, BBC Singers, Rome’s Chorus
of the Academy of Santa Cecilia,
Cantillation, Sydney Philharmonia
Choirs, and at North Carolina School
of the Arts, Dartington International
Summer School, and for the Flemish
Federation of Young Choirs and
Europa Cantat.
He has conducted the Orchestra
National de Lille, Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Royal Liverpool

Philharmonic Orchestra, Bochum
Symphony Orchestra, London
Mozart Players, Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra and
Bournemouth Sinfonietta, Cambridge
University Chamber Orchestra and
New Zealand Symphony Orchestra,
and soloists including Nelson Freire,
Bernard Roberts, Karine Georgian,
David Campbell, Bryn Terfel and
Tasmin Little.

EMANUEL AX piano
For more information see page 31

Choose thRee Mso
ConCeRts to CReAte youR
beethoven experience

book now

mso.com.au/beethoven
oR CALL (03) 9929 9600
*Compared to the price of individually purchased tickets
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MELBOURNE SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA CHORUS
Under the artistic leadership of
Jonathan Grieves-Smith, the
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Chorus has built an international
reputation for the highest standards
and for bold artistic planning. Known
as the Melbourne Chorale until 2008,
it has since been integrated with the
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.
The Chorus sings with the finest
conductors, including Sir Andrew
Davis, Edward Gardner, Mark
Wigglesworth, Bernard Labadie,
Stephen Layton, Vladimir Ashkenazy,
Masaaki Suzuki and Manfred
Honeck. Recent highlights include
Britten’s War Requiem, Kancheli’s

Styx, Brett Dean’s The Last Days
of Socrates, Elgar’s The Dream of
Gerontius, Rachmaninov’s The Bells
and Wagner’s The Flying Dutchman.
The Chorus is committed to
developing and performing new
Australian and international choral
repertoire. Recent commissions
include Brett Dean’s Katz und Spatz
(commissioned with the Swedish
Radio Choir), Ross Edwards’
Mountain Chant (commissioned with
Cantillation), Paul Stanhope’s Exile
Lamentations (commissioned with
Sydney Chamber Choir and London’s
Elysian Singers), and Gabriel Jackson’s
To the Field of Stars (commissioned
with the Netherlands Chamber Choir
and Stockholm’s St Jacob’s Chamber

Choir). The Chorus has also premiered
works by many composers including
MacMillan, Pärt, Henze, Schnittke,
Bryars, Silvestrov, Maskats, Machuel
and Vasks.
The Chorus has made critically
acclaimed recordings for Chandos
and ABC Classics and has performed
across Brazil including at the
Cultura Inglesa Festival in Sao
Paolo, in Kuala Lumpur with the
Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra,
with The Australian Ballet, Sydney
Symphony Orchestra, West
Australian Symphony Orchestra,
Barbra Streisand, at the Melbourne
International Arts Festival, at the
2011 AFL Grand Final and the
Sydney Olympic Arts Festival.

MSO CHORUS LIST
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James Allen
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Charles Ives
(1874–1954)

Orchestral Set No.2
I. An Elegy to our Forefathers –
(Very slowly)
II. The Rockstrewn Hills Join in
the People’s Outdoor Meeting
(Allegro)
III. ‘From Hanover Square North,
at the End of a Tragic Day, the
Voice of the People Again
Arose’ (Very slowly)
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

The illfated RMS Lusitania

CHARLES IVES IN BATTERY PARK

Ives’ father, George, was a bandsman
in Danbury, Connecticut who,
famously, encouraged Charles’ musical
potential, however eccentric it might
have seemed. Charles was allowed to
experiment with cluster harmony –
that is, to play piano with his fists –
and George would ‘stretch the ears’ of
his son by playing a song in one key
and having Charles sing it in another.
He also exposed Charles to a huge
range of music, including band-music,
traditional church music, gospel
hymns and Stephen Foster songs, and,
as Jan Swafford notes, gave Charles a
wonderful piece of advice when they
heard a stonemason singing out of
tune: ‘Look into his face and hear the
music of the ages. Don’t pay too much
attention to the sounds – for if you do,
you may miss the music. You won’t get
a wild, heroic ride to heaven on pretty
little sounds.’

The second Orchestral Set was
compiled from several extant works.
Composed in 1909, ‘An Elegy to
our Forefathers’ contains material
from an earlier Overture to Stephen
Foster; fragments of popular song
drift in and out of a hallucinatory
fog. The second movement even
more strongly signals Ives’ fanatically
democratic view of music: written in
1911, it creates a sense of the joy felt
by Revivalist congregations at their
‘meetings’ by melding hymn tunes
and ragtime rhythms, and material
from his Piano Sonata No.1 and a Set
for Theater Orchestra.
Then, in May 1915, en route from
New York to Liverpool, the Cunard
Line’s RMS Lusitania was torpedoed
by a German U-boat and sank,
14 miles off the coast of Ireland.
Passengers and crew numbered nearly
2000, of whom 1198 perished. There
was widespread outrage, and in the
then-neutral USA, the news that
some 128 Americans had died caused
a great outpouring of emotion.
Ives was waiting for an elevated train
the day the news broke, and heard,
from the street below, a hurdygurdy playing the gospel hymn
‘In the Sweet By-and-By’. On the
platform, workers and Wall Street
bankers gradually joined in, whistling,
humming and singing the hymn until
a train arrived, carrying them off and

leaving the organ-grinder alone again
with the tune.
For Ives, music was an expression of
the human spirit, which he heard in
all its glory on the ‘L’ platform. As he
put it, the work has, in addition to
the gospel tune, ‘secondary themes
and rhythms, but widely related, and
its general makeup would reflect the
sense of many people living, working,
and occasionally going through the
same deep experience, together…’
He recreates the feeling of that
moment in the third movement of
his second Orchestral Set, using
repetition, and layering sometimes
‘incompatible’ material (at least by
the standards of European music,
which Ives considered impossibly
hidebound) to great rhetorical effect.
Beginning with a low chorus of the
Te Deum (‘We praise Thee O God,
we acknowledge Thee to be the Lord;
all the earth doth worship Thee’),
the effect is of an inexorable welling
of emotion and single purpose, set
against the random busyness of the
Manhattan evening.
This final movement brings together
the elegiac tone of the first, with the
defiant vitality of the second.
© Gordon Kerry 2014
This is the first complete performance of
Ives’ Orchestral Set No.2 by any of the
Australian state symphony orchestras.
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Ludwig van
Beethoven
(1770-1827)

Piano Concerto No.4 in G,
Op.58
Allegro moderato
Andante con moto –
Rondo (Vivace)
Emanuel Ax piano

Beethoven first played his Fourth
Piano Concerto at a semi-private
concert in the Palace of Prince
Lobkowitz in March 1807; he was
also the soloist at a public
performance in Vienna near the end
of the following year which included
the premieres of the Fifth and Sixth
Symphonies. This was his last public
appearance as a pianist. Beethoven
was by now troubled by his
increasing deafness; he is said to
have played the solo part impulsively
and at a tremendous pace – a
description which does not match
our idea of the work in general,
though it may have suited some
parts of the first movement. Did
Beethoven, under the often atrocious
conditions of music-making in early
19th-century Vienna, do his new
concerto justice? It requires an
exceptionally close understanding
between soloist and orchestra.
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There had never been a piano
concerto like this before. It is not
always the most assertive Beethoven
which is the most revolutionary.
Some of the composer’s originality
here is immediately obvious,
such as the quiet piano opening,
unaccompanied, with the main
theme. Still more surprising,
however, even when we know that
the soloist will begin alone, is the
quiet answer of the strings in a
remote key – a poetic beginning to a
poetic movement. The climax of this
wide and free-ranging exploration
by soloist and orchestra in gracious
collaboration comes with the piano’s
pounding out of the theme it had
introduced so gently, revealing its

Ludwig van Beethoven

implicit power. After the cadenza,
for which Beethoven left a number
of alternatives, there is a dreamy
coda based on one of the many rich
thematic elements of this movement.
As in many of his ‘middle period’
works, Beethoven, rather than writing
a fully developed slow movement,
links his Andante to the last
movement – but what an arresting
Andante it is! The contrast of the stern
string unisons with the piano’s serene,
almost hymn-like song unruffled by
the strings’ anger, the ‘soft answer that
turneth away wrath’, is something
new in music. Liszt had to resort to
a mythical metaphor, comparing it
to Orpheus taming the wild beasts.
There does indeed seem to be an idea
behind the music: that of dialogue
and resolution of emotional conflict.
From the dark minor-key music
which concludes this movement the
strings slip into C major, to introduce
a rondo which is to be in the tonic
key (G) of the concerto – this is
another surprise, which reinforces
the feeling that the slow movement

is a prelude to the Rondo. At the first
tutti, trumpets and timpani, used
for the first time in the work, cut
through the texture with startling
effect. The finale is on a large scale,
and combines elements of rondo and
sonata form. As the first episode, the
piano presents a second subject over a
sustained cello note; a central episode
develops the main theme; and there
are some further very inventive
touches in the ‘recapitulation’: a
‘singing’ variation for divided violas,
and a canon between the left hand
of the piano and the clarinets. Apart
from one almost martial outburst
from the orchestra, the movement is
good-humoured, even saucy in places.
David Garrett © 2002
The Melbourne Symphony was the
first of the Australian state symphony
orchestras to perform this work, on 7
May 1938, with conductor Georg Szell
and pianist Marjorie Summers. The
Orchestra’s most recent performance took
place in May 2010 with director/soloist
Olli Mustonen.
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Hector Berlioz
(1803-1869)

Symphonie fantastique, Op.14
Daydreams (Largo) –
Passions (Allegro agitato e
appassionato assai)
A Ball (Valse Allegro non
troppo)
In the Fields (Adagio)
March to the Scaffold
(Allegretto non troppo)
Sabbath Night Dream
(Larghetto – Allegro – Dies
irae – Sabbath Round (Un peu
retenu) – Dies irae and Sabbath
Round together)

‘The most bizarre monstrosity one
can possibly imagine.’
‘A milestone in the memory of lovers
of true music … a symphony … no
less remarkable for the boldness and
originality of its ideas than for the
novelty of its form.’
‘I owe my fiancée to it.’
Three descriptions of the concert
at which, it has been said, French
Romanticism was born: the premiere
of Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique, on
5 December 1830. Not, it would seem,
an easy birth, nor a child welcomed
with open arms by all. Romanticism,
in its burning desire to go beyond
mere knowledge and experience
higher, more spiritual things, had little
time for the established traditions
of form and structure, and it is not
surprising that many important
figures of the musical establishment
reacted with anger or scorn to
the artists who seemed to think
themselves above rules.
Nevertheless, as the reviewer from
Figaro who branded the Symphonie
fantastique a ‘bizarre monstrosity’ was
forced to admit, the audience loved
it, greeting it with shouts and the
stamping of feet. (But note that this
was an audience practically handpicked from Berlioz’s circle of friends
and associates, ready to appreciate
the ‘boldness and originality of ideas’
and ‘novelty of form’ applauded by the

SKETCH OF HECTOR BERLIOZ IN THE 1830s, THOUGHT TO BE BY INGRES

reviewer from Le National.)
From Berlioz’s point of view, the best
‘review’ of all came from one Madame
Moke, who, impressed by the piece,
finally granted permission for him to
marry her daughter Camille. ‘Oh! My
dear symphony,’ he wrote, ‘I owe my
fiancée to it …’. The irony was that
it was Camille who had passed on to
Berlioz the gossip about his earlier
idol, Irish actress Harriet Smithson,
which had provoked the fit of jealous
rage which inspired the whole
symphony – and it was Harriet whom
Berlioz married two years later.
Berlioz’s passion for Smithson had
been consuming him for three years.
It was a single-minded, overpowering
adoration of the kind beloved of
Romantic writers – and entirely

one-sided. Even so, when Berlioz
heard the rumours of a relationship
between Smithson and her manager,
he was overwhelmed, and composed
the Symphonie fantastique, or ‘Episode
in the Life of an Artist’, to express his
emotional turmoil and exorcise his
feelings of betrayal.
‘She is now only a prostitute, fit
to take part in [a satanic] orgy,’
Berlioz wrote in his first draft of a
program for this symphony. The act
of exorcism appears to have worked,
however, as in subsequent versions
of the program the hostile references
to Smithson mellow into the more
generic expression ‘a fit of despair
about love’.
The program as originally printed
tells of a young Musician tossed
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on a sea of passions who falls
hopelessly in love with a woman who
is everything he has ever dreamed
of. He tries to go on as usual, but is
obsessed by the image of his beloved
and by a melody which invariably
accompanies any thoughts of her – a
double idée fixe constantly intruding
on his peace of mind. Convinced
that his love is unappreciated, he
poisons himself with opium, but
the dose is not strong enough to kill
him and in his drugged sleep he has
nightmarish visions: he has killed
his beloved and is led to the scaffold
and beheaded; he sees himself in
a hideous crowd of ghosts and
monsters at his own funeral, which
becomes a grotesque devilish orgy in
which his beloved takes part. By the
second performance in December
1832, however, Berlioz has turned
the whole story into a drug-induced
fantasy by having the musician poison
himself at the very beginning of the
program; in this performance, the
symphony was followed by Berlioz’s
sequel to the work, the ‘musical
drama’ Lélio or ‘The Return to Life’.
Since the music was not rewritten
to ‘match’ the altered story, it seems
reasonable to wonder to what extent
we should ‘believe’ the program.
Clearly, the program is linked to
Berlioz’s own experience – yet not
one of the events described in it had
actually occurred in his own life.
Berlioz however was quite adamant
that his art was intended to express
‘passions and feelings’, not paint
pictures. The program was meant to
make it possible for the listener to
live the same emotional experiences
he himself had had, by providing
settings that give those emotions an
individual flavour. The program is not
a documentary to be judged on its
accuracy; it is a journey that Berlioz
wanted his audience to take with him.
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The symphony begins gently and
delicately with the sighing of
melancholy Daydreams alternating
with flurries of ‘groundless joy’, until
a sudden Beethoven-like outburst
ushers in the Passions and the melody
which will recur throughout the
work, representing the woman of his

BERLIOZ’S GREAT LOVE HARRIET SMITHSON

dreams, whom the young Musician
now sees for the first time. This idée
fixe appears in many guises, as the
mood swings through fury, jealousy,
tenderness, tears and the consolation
of religion.
The second movement takes us to a
ball, where the Musician catches sight
of his beloved. The idée fixe appears
twice, once as a central episode in
the movement’s rondo structure, and
again towards the end before the
brilliant, swirling coda.
In the Fields begins with a duet
between cor anglais and off-stage
oboe: ‘two shepherds in the distance
piping a ranz des vaches (shepherds’
song) in dialogue’. Here Berlioz made
effective use of many of the standard
onomatopoeic devices to establish
the rural setting, such as bird calls
in the woodwinds, and tremolos in
the strings representing ‘the slight

rustle of trees gently stirred by the
wind’. There are clear resonances with
the slow movement of Beethoven’s
Pastoral Symphony, but Berlioz’s
country scene lacks the serenity that
Beethoven achieves, as the Musician is
caught between hope of being with his
beloved, and fear that she will deceive
him. The idée fixe appears in the
midst of passionate surges: ‘thoughts
of happiness disturbed by dark
forebodings’. The Musician’s sense
of loneliness is symbolised musically
when the cor anglais finally takes up
the ranz des vaches again and the oboe
does not answer; the sound of ‘distant
thunder’ from the timpani brings the
music to an uneasy close.
In the March to the Scaffold, sinister
mutterings from the timpani finally
erupt in a savage theme first beaten
out by the cellos and double basses.
The tune is simplicity itself – a
descending scale passage – but it
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mismatches with the aggressive
rhythm so that the melody disorients
us by not ‘landing’ on the tonic.
Bassoons and then low strings weave
a mocking counterpoint around it
until the grotesque march theme
bursts out over deep blaring pedal
tones from the trombones. The
idée fixe appears at the end of the
movement, ‘like a last thought of love
interrupted by the fatal stroke’.
Berlioz did not invent the idea of a
satanic orgy – it had been described
in full technicolour in the Witches’
Sabbath scene in Goethe’s Faust
and Victor Hugo’s poem La Ronde
du sabbat. Berlioz however added
another layer of meaning by giving
the place of honour to the ghost
of the young Musician’s beloved,
whose idée fixe theme here appears
encrusted with grace notes and trills
of mocking laughter. His scorn for
her is unmistakable.
The movement opens with a soft
tremolo from the upper strings,
punctuated with sudden jabs of

sound and mysterious ‘calls’ from
around the orchestra. The idée fixe is
now ‘a common dance tune, trivial
and grotesque’. Church bells sound
and the plainsong Dies irae theme
from the requiem mass is sounded
solemnly by the brass before it is
caught up in the demonic revelry. The
dance theme becomes the subject of
a fugue: when combined with the
Dies irae theme the impression of
sacrilegious revelry is complete.
‘One must draw the line somewhere,’
wrote Edward Dannreuther in the
first edition of Grove’s Dictionary
of Music and Musicians (1879).
‘Bloodthirsty delirious passion such
as is here depicted may have been
excited by gladiator and wild beast
shows in Roman arenas; but its
rites … are surely more honoured in
the breach than in the observance.’
Popular taste seems to have ignored
this advice, and we are now quite
used to seeing this and more on our
television screens, but Berlioz’s music
still has the power to send a chill
down our spines.

Natalie Shea © 2002
The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
first performed Berlioz’s Symphonie
fantastique on 7 September 1945 under
conductor Malcolm Sargent, and most
recently in March 2012 with Matthias
Pintscher.
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Jacqueline Edwards violin
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James Dipnall was born in Portsmouth, England, and first travelled to
Australia when he was four months old, moving here permanently in
1984. He performed in choirs and musicals at school in England and
Australia, and sang with Melbourne Youth Choir and Melbourne Voices
whilst studying voice at the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music at the
Unversity of Melbourne.
After graduating, James taught singing at several schools and
accompanied the Dandenong Ranges Children’s Choir, subsequently
taking over as Director. As a member of vocal quartet Per Magicka,
he performed in two successful seasons at Capers Cabaret.
Moving into arts administration, James worked for Marriner Theatres
and Melbourne Theatre Company before commencing at Arts
Centre Melbourne where he is currently the Manager of Visitor
Services.

1. My earliest musical memory is
Singing Kalinka at a choral music festival at Chichester Festival
Theatre in the UK when I was in primary school.
2. The music that changed my life is...
Kronos Quartet playing Steve Reich’s Different Trains - it completely
changed my attitude towards contemporary classical music.
3. My greatest musical heroes and biggest influences are...
Stephen Sondheim, for progressing the art form of music theatre; Philip
Glass, for constantly reinventing his music, thereby forcing me to buy more
CDs that all sound the same, and Ute Lemper, for her individuality of
interpretation.
4. What is your greatest performance experience so far?
The performance of Mahler’s Symphony No.8 at the Royal Exhibition
Buildings as part of the Federation Festival in 2001 was an extraordinary
spectacle, but also the Choir’s tour to Brazil the following year. The privilege
of taking beautiful music to some fairly remote communities whilst
bonding as a group of singers and friends was an unforgettable experience.
5. What songs are playing on your iPod/CD player right now?
My iPod is on shuffle all day at work and lurches from
Wagner to Pet Shop Boys via Philip Glass, Danny
Elfman and numerous Broadway/West End
cast recordings… it’s a fairly eclectic mix.
6. When not singing in the MSO
Chorus, I...
Am either at the theatre, cycling
or eating chocolate.
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A night of harmonious revelry that proves
romanticism is not just the bittersweet
aftermath but the sweet delirium of a life
lived at full throttle. Featuring Don Juan,
Strauss’s musical portrait of literature’s most
notorious scallywag, works by Schumann
and Brahms, and The Warriors, Percy
Grainger’s flamboyant ‘imaginary ballet
music’ for three pianos and orchestra.

3, 4 and 5 July at 8pm
Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall

BOOK NOW
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